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Abstract

Visual attention is crucial in mobile environments, not only for staying
aware of dynamic situations, but also for safety reasons. However, current
mobile interaction design forces the user to focus on the visual interface
of the handheld device, thus limiting the user’s ability to process visual
information from their environment. In response to these issues, a com-
mon solution is to encode information with on-device vibrotactile feedback.
However, the vibration is transitory and is often difficult to perceive when
mobile. Another approach is to make visual interfaces even more dominant
with smart glasses, which enable head-up interaction on their see-through
interface. Yet, their input methods raise many concerns regarding social
acceptability, preventing them from being widely adopted. There is a need
to derive feasible interaction techniques for mobile use while maintaining
the user’s situational awareness, and this thesis argues that solutions could
be derived through the exploration of hand-based haptic interfaces.

The objective of this research is to provide multimodal interaction for users
to better interact with information while maintaining proper attention to
the environment in mobile scenarios. Three research areas were identi-
fied. The first is developing expressive haptic stimuli, in which the research
investigates how static haptic stimuli could be derived. The second is de-
signing mobile spatial interaction with the user’s surroundings as content,
which manifests situations in which visual attention to the environment is
most needed. The last is interacting with the always-on visual interface
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on smart glasses, the seemingly ideal solution for mobile applications. The
three areas extend along the axis of the demand of visual attention on the
interface, from non-visual to always-on visual interfaces.

Interactive prototypes were constructed and deployed in studies for each
research area, including two shape-changing mechanisms feasible for aug-
menting mobile devices and a spatial-sensing haptic glove featuring mid-
air hand-gestural interaction with haptic support. The findings across the
three research areas highlight the immediate benefits of incorporating hand-
based haptic interfaces into applications. First, shape-changing interfaces
can provide static and continuous haptic stimuli for mobile communication.
Secondly, enabling direct interaction with real-world landmarks through a
haptic glove and leaving visual attention on the surroundings could result
in a higher level of immersed experience. Lastly, the users of smart glasses
can benefit from the unobtrusive hand-gestural interaction enabled by the
isolated tracking technique of a haptic glove.

Overall, this work calls for mobile interaction design to consider haptic
stimuli beyond on-device vibration, and mobile hardware solutions beyond
the handheld form factor. It also invites designers to consider how to
confront the competition of cognitive resources among multiple tasks from
an interaction design perspective.
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H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Visual attention is crucial in mobile environments, not only for staying
aware of dynamic situations but also for safety reasons [29]. However, mo-
bile technologies on modern smartphones nowadays rely on visual interfaces
to deliver information and draw even more of the users’ attention onto the
devices by providing intriguing content and interactions, leaving limited re-
sources for the surroundings. Or the other way around, concurrent mobile
tasks could be interrupted by the need for monitoring the environment.
Oulasvirta et al. discovered that continuous attention to the mobile device
can be broken down to bursts of 4 to 8 seconds in order to keep aware of
the surroundings [71]. The phenomenon of multiple tasks competing for
the users’ cognitive resources is especially prominent in mobile conditions.
As illustrated by Wickens [105], the 4-dimension multiple resource model
can be used to explain and predict performance in a multi-task setting.
Greater interference can be identified between two tasks if they share one
of the following dimensions: processing stages (perception, cognition, and
responding), perceptual modalities (visual vs. auditory), processing codes
(verbal vs. spatial), and visual channels (focal vs. ambient) (see Figure
1.1). Although focal and ambient vision seem to function well in parallel
(e.g., reading a book while walking down a corridor) in the dimension of
visual channels, it becomes a matter of sharing time between two tasks on
the dimension of sensory modalities when more attention is required on the
surroundings (e.g., matching current location on a map by searching visual
cues from the environment). This kind of time sharing between sensory
modalities is found to be poorer in intra-modal tasks (visual-visual) than
in cross-modal tasks (auditory-visual) [105]. While rich content can be
delivered through fast-responding touchscreens on handheld devices, much
cognitive resources are needed on or drawn to the visual interface, requir-
ing users to split their attention between the device and their surroundings,
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2 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: The schematic representation of the 4-dimensional multiple
resource model. The dimension of Visual Channels is nested within visual
resources (adapted from [105]).

hampering the user experience or resulting in users ignoring their surround-
ings.

To be more specific, two major problems have been largely discussed
in mobile contexts. Firstly, it is difficult to interact with informa-
tion while users are on the move. Not only does visual attention on
interfaces constrain free body movement [26], but mobile users also often
struggle with manipulating multiple physical objects simultaneously [61,
70, 94]. Ng et al. found that input accuracy can decrease by almost 50%
when walking and carrying objects in the other hand [67]. Karlson et al.
also observed that 65% of mobile users had an extra physical object in
the other hand while using the phone [45]. Although the compact size of
handheld devices allows them to be carried conveniently within a pocket
or a handbag, and rudimentary tactile or audio feedback is provided for
alerting notifications, users still need to take their phone from their pocket
for direct visual contact with the screen to access the information. If an
instant response to information is required, users need to hold the device in
their hand and maintain constant visual attention to it, or break down the
concurrent tasks into segments [71]. In mobile conditions, the accessibility
of the information in both situations (in the pocket or in the hand) down-
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grades severely, and the performance is largely confined by the handheld
form factor, related physical constraints [70], and walking speed [7].

Another issue is the phenomenon that people fail to notice new and
distinctive stimuli in the surroundings, which is known as inattentional
blindness [5, 56, 90]. This is due to the division of people’s attention and
is more likely to happen when executive working memory, not just infor-
mation maintenance, is involved in the task [22]. Moreover, increasing the
demand of attention on the task can increase the chances of inattentional
blindness [90]. As mobile applications provide more and more intriguing
content, interacting with the device demands more cognitive manipulation.
The touchscreen-style interaction technique also requires constant visual
attention, leaving limited resources for the surroundings. Empirical exper-
iments have already confirmed that people are likely to miss distinctive
events taking place in the surroundings while using mobile devices [29, 40].
Even with company, people are often found to be immersed in another
world behind the visual interface. Misra et al. investigated the effect of
mobile devices on in-person social interaction [66]. They found that the
quality of a conversation was rated worse in the presence of mobile device,
as compared to the condition without mobile devices.

Inattentional blindness, or ignoring the surroundings, can be a more
severe issue when the immediate surroundings also constitute part of the
content. For example, in tourism contexts, touchscreen users can be found
head down and concentrating on the device, rather than on the environ-
ment where the real content is. An indirect example is Henkel’s experiment
on the influence of taking pictures during a guided tour in a museum [35].
Participants who took pictures throughout the tour remembered fewer ob-
jects, fewer details about the objects, and fewer of the objects’ locations in
the museum, compared with those who did not take pictures. The recent,
popular location-aware mobile game Pokémon Go1 states an alert message
explicitly on the welcoming page: “Remember to be alert at all times. Stay
aware of your surroundings.” This clearly implies users’ tendency to ignore
the surroundings when an application requires much attention. The phe-
nomenon is so prominent that the company needs to display this message
to avoid any potential legal issues. Even when the user’s attention is di-
vided between the handheld device and the surroundings, the tasks demand
the same resources and must be processed sequentially, resulting in poorer
performance, according to the multiple resource model [105]. In sum, the
domination of visual interfaces and the handheld form factor in
mobile interaction can consume the users’ visual resources.

1http://www.pokemon.com/us/pokemon-video-games/pokemon-go/



4 1 Introduction

Incorporating sensory modalities other than vision into interactions
could potentially reserve more visual resources for the environment. Mod-
ern smartphones have already deployed haptic stimuli, mainly through on-
device vibrotactile feedback, so that interactions do not rely solely on vision
and can potentially reduce the demand on visual resources. For example,
the system can alert the user of push notifications by triggering a vibration
on the device, so that constant visual examination of the display can be
avoided. More sophisticated applications can be achieved by manipulating
the vibrotactile parameters, such as encoding information with tactons [9].
However, this type of interaction is limited and transitory, meaning that
the stimuli can only be perceived during their activation period and when
in good contact with the skin. Previous research has shown that tactile
perception differs depending on the body location [13]. Hence, even if the
device is physically in contact with the user, if it is in contact with less
sensitive areas of the body, the detection threshold will be higher. Further-
more, movement also significantly affects tactile perception. For example,
NaviRadar [85] is a pedestrian navigation technique that utilizes a distinct
tactile pattern to communicate the distance to the next waypoint and the
direction to turn. No visual attention is required on the interface. However,
the guidance cues might easily be missed unless the device is held in hand
along the way. Another pedestrian navigator example is PocketNavigator
[74]. Even though the device was placed in the pocket during the evaluation
of the system, the participants needed to touch their pocket to perceive the
vibration properly when on the move. Research has also shown that many
users miss alerts from their mobile devices because of these perception is-
sues [46]. Even if the stimuli are successfully perceived, visual examination
of the interface is still needed eventually.

Instead of exploiting other modalities in interactions, another approach
to ease the competition for visual resources between the interface and the
surroundings during the interaction is on the other extreme of the spectrum:
to make visual interfaces even more dominant through head-mounted dis-
plays with see-through technologies, such as smart glasses. As a type of
wearable technology, smart glasses enable hands-free and head-up interac-
tion, which largely increases information accessibility on the move. More-
over, the see-through technology allows users to maintain their awareness of
their surroundings. However, concerns regarding social acceptability pre-
vent this technology from gaining more popularity, mainly due to the fact
that the input techniques raise too much attention from bystanders [50,
55, 96]. For example, a sudden burst of voice commands can gather signif-
icant attention from other people sharing the same space. Even worse, it
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could be disturbing. Another example is hand gestures performed on the
frame or in front of the eyes. Simply raising one’s hand would already gain
much attention from the crowd, not to mention have fatigue issues [96].
Both approaches are commonly available on smart glasses on the market.
Unfortunately, they are neither efficient nor pleasant.

Design strategies can be formulated from the above discussion. As de-
scribed in multiple resource theory, if tasks compete for the same resource,
they must be processed sequentially, i.e., through time-sharing [105]. The
design of mobile devices concentrates most of our resources on the handheld
device and its visual interface, which makes it challenging to multi-task un-
der practical mobile situations. When holding the device in our hand, ma-
nipulating other physical objects competes for our motor resources. When
interacting with the visual interface, being aware of the surroundings com-
petes for our visual resources. Simply paying attention to the visual inter-
face would already constrain free body movement [26]. Since the multiple
resource model also suggests that cross-modal time-sharing (e.g., listening
to an audio guide while observing a painting) is better than intra-modal
time-sharing (e.g., listening to two distinct conversations) [105], a straight-
forward approach is to develop a non-visual interface, or a multimodal
interface which incorporates multiple sensory modalities. Among all of the
sensory modalities other than vision, the haptic modality appears to be
the most promising option, since it has manifested many useful and well-
established solutions in different contexts. Examples range from emulating
sense of touch in virtual environments [11, 24, 28] and for directional guid-
ance and navigation [1, 63, 68, 85] to multimodal applications incorporat-
ing both audio and haptic modalities [60, 97, 103]. Therefore, exploring
hand-based haptic interfaces is the main design approach used in
this thesis for deriving practical solutions.

More specifically, the design approach can be further formulated into
two directions: 1) developing haptic stimuli beyond on-device vi-
brotactile feedback and 2) developing mobile hardware solutions
beyond the handheld form factor. Since the idea is to avoid requiring
visual resources for the interface, the delivery of information largely relies
on haptic resources. Increasing the expressiveness of the haptic stimuli can
effectively benefit users. As mentioned earlier, although conveniently avail-
able, on-device vibrotactile stimuli cannot be properly perceived in mobile
conditions. New alternatives to haptic stimuli need to be developed. The
second direction aims at seeking solutions beyond the handheld form factor.
Holding the device in the hand results in tasks competing for our motor re-
sources, as well as constant attention on the device and impaired mobility.
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Without having to hold a device in their hand, users can immediately enjoy
the benefit of unconstrained mobility, which is essential in mobile interac-
tion. This design approach has led to the prototypes utilized as research
tools in this thesis.

The main objective of this research is to provide multimodal inter-
action for users to better interact with information while main-
taining proper attention to the environment in practical mobile sce-
narios. As a result, two design concepts are proposed. One concept is to
deploy a shape-changing interface onto mobile devices so that the texture
of the device surface could be encoded with information for mobile com-
munication. The other is the Spatial Sensing Haptic Glove (SSH Glove),
which affords hand-gestural recognition and tactile feedback for both Mo-
bile Spatial Interaction (MSI) [8] scenarios and smart glasses. Prototypes
were developed as research tools and deployed in user studies to answer the
research questions formulated in Section 1.2.

1.1 Design Space: From Non-Visual to Always-
On Visual Interfaces

It has been shown that both the handheld form factor and visual inter-
faces result in competition for cognitive resources among multiple tasks in
practical mobile conditions and lead to difficulties in interacting with infor-
mation and inattentional blindness. Unfortunately, the current attempts
(on-device vibrotactile feedback and smart glasses) do not provide satis-
fying solutions. The formulated design approach in this research is thus
to explore hand-based haptic interfaces to derive practical solutions in re-
sponse to the highly dynamic nature of the mobile use cases.

This thesis encompasses three research areas in which the practical use
cases are the most challenging on current interfaces and for which haptic
solutions would benefit users the most (see Figure 1.2). Area I is developing
expressive haptic stimuli and information encoding for mobile communica-
tion. The research goal is to increase the expressiveness of haptic stimuli
so that visual attention is not required when interacting with information.
Area II is to design interaction techniques for MSI [8] applications in which
the surroundings constitute part of the content. This demonstrates the
most contradictory scenario, in which people concentrate their visual re-
sources onto visual interfaces instead of paying attention to their surround-
ings. Lastly, Area III is to extend the exploration of hand-based haptic
interfaces for smart glasses, an extreme case in which a visual interface is
always available for mobile use. Considering the fact that the concern of
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social acceptability would stop users from deploying this technology, the re-
search goal is to propose unobtrusive haptic solutions for interacting with
smart glasses. The current mobile interface designs for the use cases in
the three areas do not provide satisfying solutions, and the interaction is
limited. Examining the areas from perspectives beyond the established in-
teraction paradigms could potentially reveal more possibilities and help to
derive novel solutions that can practically benefit the users. In the follow-
ing sub-sections, I explain what the three research areas are and why they
were chosen to be investigated.

1.1.1 Developing Expressive Haptic Stimuli

In Area I, the focus is on designing new forms of haptic stimuli for mobile
communication aimed at increasing the expressiveness of the stimuli, in
terms of both information capacity and accessibility. While capacity refers
to the amount of information that can be conveyed through the stimuli
(or how informative the stimuli are), the accessibility of the information
refers to how easily the stimuli can be perceived. Although current mobile
devices provide on-device vibrotactile stimuli for delivering information,
the bandwidth and expressiveness are very restricted, especially in mobile
conditions [31].

Research in this area seeks more expressive haptic solutions for encod-
ing information in practical mobile contexts. The thesis explores solutions
inspired by organic user interfaces (OUIs) [37] and shape-changing inter-
faces [78], which can provide static and continuous variation in physical
forms that enable users to perceive the form by touching without looking.
Compared with vibrotactile stimuli, this type of cutaneous and kinesthetic
feedback through deformation is potentially easier to perceive under mobile
conditions, whether in a pocket or when the users are moving, and is hence
more expressive.

1.1.2 Designing Mobile Spatial Interaction with Surround-
ings as Content

Area II targets designing interaction techniques for MSI applications for
which the surroundings constitute part of the content and dividing attention
between the device and the surroundings would result in hampered mobility
and experience. For example, the purpose of a tourist guide application on
smartphones is to help users to gain knowledge about the points of interest
(POIs) in front of them and to experience the surroundings. However,
both the visual content and the touchscreen-based interaction can be so
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intriguing that users concentrate on the handheld device, rather than on
the surroundings. Solutions have been proposed from an interaction design
perspective for engaging more with the surroundings. For example, the
“magic wand” interaction technique on handheld devices enables users to
physically scan the space for information [23], enabling direct focus on the
surroundings. Magnusson et al. studied the use of directional pointing in
an outdoor setting with a handheld device [59]. The participants in that
study received vibration pulses for navigation when the device was pointed
toward the next waypoint. They also developed a sophisticated mobile
tourist guide in which users could scan for POIs with the handheld device
with an additional distance-filtering feature through on-screen gestures [60].
Their audio-haptic interface enabled eyes-free interaction, and even visually
impaired persons can use the application. Another “magic wand” example
is a car-finder application that Pielot et al. developed [73]. Users reported
that this type of interaction was easy to use and natural. However, the
nature of a visual interface draws users’ attention back onto the device
immediately after clicking the selection button [23]. Failure to maintain
attention on the surroundings in these scenarios will result in distracting
users away from the real content and detaching them from the immediate
environment. Research in this area addresses the challenges in connecting
users and the surroundings through interaction design for a more engaging
and immersed experience.

Extending from the point-and-select interaction manifested in the “magic
wand” technique, mid-air hand-gestural interaction was explored in this re-
search area with the intent to utilize our existing skills in using our hands
to interact with everyday objects while maintaining visual attention on the
surroundings. A hand-worn haptic solution was developed to realize the
idea of interacting directly with the surroundings using a hand without the
mediation of a handheld device, in which real-world landmarks form the
visual counterpart of the non-visual haptic interface. Furthermore, the hap-
tic solution is able to represent the tangibility of distant and untouchable
POIs on the hand.

1.1.3 Interacting with Always-On Visual Interface

The previous two research areas target challenges resulting from the hand-
held form factor and the domination of visual interfaces on mobile devices in
mobile contexts, to seek solutions that do not need visual attention on the
interface. Research in Area III examines the extreme case of smart glasses,
on which a visual interface is always available and accessible through hands-
free and head-up interaction. The technology is designed to provide a per-
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vasive visual interface and with additional benefits from the information
being overlaid on the immediate environment, so that users can maintain
their attention on their surroundings at the same time. Smart glasses could
be an ideal solution to the issues mentioned earlier. However, the currently
available interaction techniques, such as mid-air hand gestures and voice
control, could raise concerns regarding social acceptability, preventing peo-
ple from adopting this technology. Wearable solutions have been proposed.
For example, Dobbelstein et al. presented Belt, a touch-based input device
to be worn around the hip, which the hands can easily and unobtrusively
reach [18]. The participants in the study perceived the interaction as be-
ing socially acceptable. However, the application design was mainly for
quick access to information and awaits further development. This thesis
investigates the issue of social acceptability and compensates for its factors
through interaction design, aiming at deriving an unobtrusive interaction
techniques. Moreover, this thesis seeks to derive hand-based haptic solu-
tions for increasing the tangibility of the untouchable visual interface on
the smart glasses through providing tactile feedback on the hand and co-
ordinating our proprioception of the hand with the visual feedback.

1.1.4 Summary of the Design Space

The scope of the research extends along the axis of the explicitness of
the visual interface (see Figure 1.2). Area I examined the extreme case
where there is no visual interface involved. The users can interact with the
system only by touching, although viewing the interface is not prohibited.
On the other extreme, Area III investigated interaction design for smart
glasses on which the visual interface is even more dominantly presented
to users and visual feedback can be explicitly given in response to the
users’ manipulation. In between the two, as opposed to being provided
and generated by the system, the visual content is the appearance of the
surroundings, which also constitute part of the content. In other words, the
appearance of the real-world landmarks becomes the visual counterpart of
the non-visual interface.
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Figure 1.2: This thesis investigates the three research areas for deriving
feasible hand-based haptic interfaces.
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1.2 Research Questions

For each of the three areas in the design space, one research question (RQ)
was formulated accordingly (see Figure 1.2).

RQ 1: How can a shape-changing interface benefit users in
mobile communication?

The first research question addresses applications in which information
could be encoded with variation in shapes for communication purposes,
considering both the capacity of information and perceptibility of the stim-
uli. A practical use case is to receive a message while on the move. Since
the transitory nature of vibrotactile stimuli prevents users from perceiving
the notification, other forms of haptic stimuli should be considered. Poten-
tially, shape-changing interfaces can provide static and continuous stimuli,
thus they may be more perceivable than vibrations in these conditions. In
this use case, users can sense the information-encoded shapes even when
on the move.

Publication I looks at two angles: how shapes can convey information
and be perceived, and how the interface can fit in the compact size of a
modern mobile device. Prototypes were developed as a research tool for
exploring the possibilities of conveying information through textures. More-
over, in order to fit in the mobile context, the shape-changing mechanisms
were further developed in the second iteration with the aim of deriving a
compact size to augment modern mobile devices.

RQ 2: How can a hand-worn haptic interface be designed for
enhancing users’ awareness of the surroundings in MSI scenarios?

The second research question addresses applications in which dividing
users’ visual attention between the interface and the situated environment
should be avoided. A practical use case in MSI is to use a non-visual
haptic interface to interact with geo-referenced information in users’ situ-
ated surroundings. Interacting with visual interfaces in MSI could result in
less efficient intra-modal time sharing [105], since the users would need to
split their attention between the interface and the surroundings. Alterna-
tively, deploying haptic interfaces in MSI applications could potentially ease
the competition for visual resources among multiple tasks, leaving visual
attention on the surroundings. Furthermore, direct interaction with the
surroundings by the hand could enhance the connection between the users
and the surroundings, hence creating a more immersed experience in the
environment. Similar to the “magic wand” interaction technique but with-
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out being mediated by a handheld device, the haptic interface could enable
users to point by hand and interact with the information while maintaining
focus on the surroundings.

Publications II-V manifest the design and development journey of the
SSH Glove-based haptic solutions. Publication II looks at the challenges
and potentials of the derived SSH Glove. Beginning by seeking form factors
beyond handheld solutions, Publication III illustrates the iterative develop-
ment of the glove from scratch, while Publications IV and V demonstrate
the design and benefits of the haptic system in practical MSI scenarios.

RQ 3: How can a haptic interaction technique be designed for
smart glasses to enable unobtrusive interaction?

The above-mentioned challenges of interacting with modern mobile de-
vices in mobile communication could potentially be eliminated by smart
glasses, a wearable device that enables hands-free and head-up interac-
tion. However, the method of interaction with smart glasses, such as voice
control or mid-air hand gestures, could attract too much attention from
bystanders, resulting in users’ unwillingness to adopt this technology. The
third research question specifically addresses this issue and investigates how
a haptic interface could be designed to benefit the users.

Publication VI presents an in-depth survey on socially acceptable tech-
niques, as well as a set of design principles for developing interaction tech-
niques for smart glasses. The SSH glove was proven a feasible solution by
enabling low-posture interaction with haptic support through an empirical
study.

1.2.1 Claims

The answers to the research questions can be formulated as the following
claims. Both Claims 2 and 3 answer RQ 2, and Claims 1 and 4 answer RQ
1 and 3, respectively (see Figure 1.2).

Claim 1 Shape-changing interfaces can benefit users by conveying in-
formation through static, continuous, and informative haptic
stimuli.

Claim 2 The glove is an effective form factor for enabling mid-air hand-
gestural interaction with haptic support in MSI applications.

Claim 3 Releasing visual attention from the interface and enabling mid-
air hand-gestural interaction directly with the surroundings in
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MSI applications can achieve a higher-level experience of im-
mersion in the environment.

Claim 4 Independent tracking and accurate recognition of hand gestures
can enable unobtrusive and intuitive interaction with smart
glasses.

Claim 1: Modern mobile devices have incorporated multimodal cues,
such as auditory icons and vibrations, in delivering information. However,
the transitory cues cannot be properly perceived in a noisy environment or
when the user is moving. This thesis proposed deploying shape-changing
interfaces as a more informative and expressive solution for mobile commu-
nication, considering their ability to present static and continuous stimuli.
By manipulating the amplitude or granularity of the textures of the device
surface, the shape-changing interfaces can present the textures as messages,
which is then perceivable even when the device is in a pocket, eliminating
the need to take the device out for visual contact. The claim is confirmed
with empirical studies in which the mechanisms were developed to be com-
pact enough for incorporation with existing mobile devices. Participants
also presented a high shape-detection rate and were able to associate emo-
tional information with the shapes.

Claim 2: In MSI scenarios, the user’s current location is exploited by
the system to provide relevant information regarding the surroundings. As
the “magic wand” technique can be used for scanning for geo-referenced
information distributed in the environment [23], the handheld form factor
requires the user to carry an additional device in the hand, thus downgrad-
ing the degree of freedom. Moreover, while the tactile feedback support on
the device is only rudimentary, the interaction is also confined to pointing
and clicking due to the limited capability in recognizing more sophisti-
cated hand gestures. This thesis explored new form factors and argued
that the glove form factor can be a beneficial solution for MSI scenarios.
The glove form factor was proposed because it affords sufficient space for
distributing sensing technologies and actuators on the essential parts of the
hand, enabling accurate gestural recognition and tactile feedback directly
on action-performing bodies. Therefore, the interface enables users to in-
teract directly with real-world landmarks through mid-air hand gestures
as if they were interacting with everyday objects. Empirical experiments
from the laboratory to the field were conducted to validate the design of
the system.

Claim 3: In MSI scenarios, a touch-based visual interface is another
factor that contributes to inattentional blindness, or even worse, separation
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between users and their surroundings. Even though the “magic wand”
technique demonstrates a good example of enabling a direct focus on the
environment, the users’ attention is soon drawn back to the device in order
to interact with the information through the touchscreen. This research
proposed the integration of the SSH Glove with an audio modality for MSI
applications to maintain the user’s visual attention to the surroundings.
Moreover, as users interact directly with the surroundings through mid-air
hand gestures, a higher-level experience of immersion in the environment
can be achieved. This claim is confirmed with an empirical investigation in
which the glove system was compared with a touchscreen-based interface in
an MSI application. Manifested in this part are the differences between the
experiences and reasons why a higher level of immersion can be achieved.

Claim 4: Smart glasses seem to be a promising solution to the diffi-
culties of interacting with information in mobile settings and the issue of
inattentional blindness. Even though smart glasses provide a dominant vi-
sual interface, the see-through interface enables users to remain focused on
the environment. However, currently available input techniques for smart
glasses either cause users to have concerns about social acceptability or
downgrade the degree of freedom. This thesis shows why smart glasses
cannot be broadly adopted from an interaction design point of view and
argues that they can be complemented by the SSH Glove, which enables
unobtrusive interaction.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

Continuing the groundwork laid in this introductory chapter, Chapter 2
provides an overview of the background and related works for developing
haptic solutions further in the three research areas. The research methods
are presented in Chapter 3. The development of haptic solutions and the
related empirical studies are presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, each of
which addresses one research question. The findings of the studies are
presented in each chapter as well. Chapter 7 concludes the research and
presents the limitations and implications.



Chapter 2

Background

As illustrated in the introduction, there are two major problems users en-
counter when interacting with information in modern mobile environments:
1) difficulties in interacting with information on the move due to the hand-
held form factor and the visual interface deployed, and 2) inattentional
blindness. This thesis argues that exploring hand-based haptic interfaces
can achieve effective solutions. The main approach adopted is to explore
hand-based haptic interfaces aiming for developing interaction techniques
that require no visual attention on the interface so that the visual resource
can be reserved for the highly dynamic mobile environment. As introduced
in the previous chapter, three areas spanning the design space were exam-
ined for designing interactions in practical mobile contexts: 1) developing
expressive haptic stimuli, 2) designing mobile spatial interactions with sur-
roundings as content, and 3) interacting with an always-on visual interface.
This chapter gives an overview of the background and related works, fol-
lowed by a summarizing subsection with concluding remarks.

2.1 Attention and Visual Dominance

The intriguing content and touchscreen-based interaction are not the only
factors responsible for occupying our visual sense. Vision is typically the
dominant sensory modality that humans rely on [15, 77]. Colavita [15] con-
ducted an experiment on visual dominance in which participants pressed
a button whenever they saw a light and another button when hearing a
tone. In most trials, only one stimulus presented unpredictably, while in
few trials, both stimuli presented simultaneously. Participants were able
to respond to unimodal stimuli accurately and rapidly. Surprisingly, in bi-

15
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modal trials, participants almost always responded to the light only. Some
did not even notice the presence of auditory stimuli in bimodal trials.

Under some conditions, such as an increased level of visual noise, visual
dominance could be shifted to other modalities. Ernst et al. [19] presented
a study in which participants discriminated the variance of the height of a
raised ridge through looking and/or touching. While the visual appearance
of the ridge was presented through the reconstruction of binocular dispar-
ity with liquid-crystal shutter glasses, the haptic stimuli were presented
with force-feedback devices. They found that, while our nervous system
integrates both visual and haptic information to estimate the properties of
an object, the variance of the estimation in each modality has an effect on
deciding which modality dominates. As the noise level increased in visual
stimuli, the dominating modality shifted from vision to haptic. A later
experiment further identified the two-way adaptation between vision and
haptic: when haptic was more reliable, vision adapted to match haptic,
and vice versa [10]. The possibility of shifting the dominance from vision
to haptic supports the decision of choosing haptic interfaces to be explored
in this research.

The phenomenon of visual dominance appears to be the result of weak
capability of the visual sense in detecting alerts [49, 76], meaning that
humans are poor in noticing visual changes. Therefore, to compensate
the poor visual alerting mechanism, humans keep their attention tuned to
the visual channel. Moreover, distracted visual attention has a negative
effect on vision-based estimate. Following Ernst et al. [19], Helbig et al.
conducted an experiment in which an additional visual task was introduced
when estimating the size of a ridge through vision and/or haptic [33]. They
found that the vision-based estimates were more affected by the second task
than the haptic-based estimates. In this case, the chances of inattentional
blindness also increased due to the extra demand on attention [90]. The
results resonate well with the multiple resource model, that time sharing is
poorer intra-modally than cross-modally [105].

2.2 Haptic Stimuli Beyond On-Device Vibrotac-
tile Feedback

In general, haptics refers to “sensory and/or motor activity based in the
skin, muscles, joints and tendons” [109]. Under the umbrella term, there
are two subsystems: touch (tactile/cutaneous) and kinaesthesis (kinaes-
thetic). While tactile sensors enable humans to perceive stimuli on the
skin, such as temperature, texture, and vibration, proprioceptive sensors
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provide us with information regarding body position, force, and motions
[58]. For example, proprioception also enables humans to assess the weight
of an object and the direction/angle/position of the hand. As tactile sensors
are mostly located under the skin, the receptors of proprioceptive sensors
are embedded in muscles, joints, and tendons. In the thesis, both cutaneous
and kineasthetic aspects of haptics are considered.

As illustrated in the introduction, the on-device vibrotactile stimuli
are transitory and cannot be easily perceived in mobile conditions. Even
though there has been research in manipulating vibrotactile parameters in
increasing the bandwidth for information encoding and messaging, such as
research in tactons [9], the dynamic nature of the mobile environment still
prevents transitory stimuli from being reliably detected.

Unlike vibrotactile feedback, the haptic feedback from Organic User
Interfaces (OUIs) or shape-changing interfaces can be static and contin-
uous, thus it is potentially more expressive and suitable for mobile com-
munication scenarios. OUIs have non-planar displays that may actively
or passively change shape via analog physical inputs. Some aspects of
OUIs could be considered haptic interfaces because they provide cutaneous
and kinesthetic feedback through shape-change. Any physical movement
of a part of the interface can provide haptic feedback to the user. Fur-
thermore, OUIs also make use of haptic input. Deformations tend to be
triggered through various forms of touch manipulation: pressure, twist-
ing, and tapping [78]. Research in this area has produced interfaces that
can change their orientation, form, volume, texture, viscosity, spatiality,
adding/subtracting, and permeability [78]. Roudaut et al. have also sum-
marized the shape-changing parameters as size, shape, amplitude, porosity,
granularity, speed, and strength [83]. To further use these parameters as
a communication channel, it is important that users can distinguish and
identify multiple levels of these parameters. In terms of mobile device in-
teraction, one of the most promising shape-change parameters is texture
because the overall shape of the device is not affected [31], indicating that
it is possible to augment an already existing rigid device, such as a mobile
phone.

Various actuators have been deployed in modulating textures. Dimitri-
adis and Alexander developed several different types of shape changes for
mobile alerts [16]; the most successful of which was the protrusion device,
which has a small arm protruding from the display. The protrusion was
presented either as a static stimulus or with a slow or fast pulse. The results
showed that participants could detect 100% of these alerts in their pocket.
Wagner et al. built a 6x6 tactile shape display that uses servo-motors to
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control metal pin array [100]. Experiment results showed that participants
could distinguish 3D vertical lines when the pins were covered with a rubber
layer. However, given the large number of motors in the display, the pro-
totype was not suitable for mobile use. Hemmert et al. created Dynamic
Knobs as a means of tactile interaction with mobile phones [34]. The knob
extends from the side of the phone to display information. It can also be
used as an input device, as it can sense pressure. Similarly, Pasquero et
al. presented THMB on which an array of piezoelectric actuators mounted
on the side of the device functions as tactile display stimulating the skin
of the thumb by lateral deformation [73]. Meanwhile, the interface can de-
tect both sliding and detent gestures. Combining an LCD screen and the
tactile display, THMB can support multimodal navigation of scrolling ap-
plications. Coelho et al. proposed an actuated surface called Surflex [14],
which can change shape to display ambient information. The surface is
made up of Shape Memory Alloys (SMA) and foam. Harrison and Hudson
also proposed that texture displays could be used to provide passive tactile
feedback on the surface of various different objects [31]. User evaluations
showed that texture displays with material that bunches into a series of
ridges (amplitude changes) resulted in higher recognition rates than those
with striated features that spread out when stretched (area changes). Their
results are very promising, but there was no discussion of how the proposed
texture display could be integrated with a mobile device and no specifica-
tion of the exact textures created along with their perceptual thresholds.

In terms of applications, some recent research has examined the use
of shape changes for mobile device alerts [16]. Alerts presented by shape
changes were compared to vibrotactile alerts. The results showed that
shape changes were more noticeable and preferred by users. This suggests
that deformations could be effective and perceivable in mobile environ-
ments, where a wide variety of applications could be developed.

2.3 MSI Hardware Solutions Beyond the Hand-
held Form Factor

The handheld form factor of mobile devices needs to be re-considered for
MSI scenarios, as explained in Chapter 1. Today’s sensor-rich mobile de-
vices have enabled people to interact with physical places or objects that
are augmented with geo-referenced digital information [8, 23]. Meanwhile,
the relationships between people, their current geographic location, and
their devices are summarised as MSI [8], in which new opportunities have
been opened for designing the interaction in between. For example, com-
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bining the users’ location and the orientation of the device, the system can
understand where the users are pointing with the device in the hand. This
is an explicit way to interact with the surroundings since users can express
their immediate interest through pointing, as seen in the “magic wand” and
“smart lens” interaction paradigms introduced by Fröhlich et al. [23]. In
one of their envisioned scenarios, users can point with a mobile device at a
real-world landmark and can directly interact with the associated informa-
tion by touching a button on the device. This point-and-click interaction
can enable a direct focus on the environment. Hence, an intimate con-
nection between the user and the surroundings can be constructed. MSI
applications that utilise pointing with handheld devices can be found in
tourism [93] and the exploration of surroundings [82, 108]. However, the
benefits of the handheld device come at the cost of carrying an additional
device in the hand and keeps people from using that hand for other tasks,
which downgrades the degree of freedom due to the competition for motor
resources [70]. Moreover, in terms of the naturalness in the interaction,
other than pointing, a handheld device fails to accurately reflect hand ges-
tures in all dimensions, which results in a confined gestural vocabulary.
As using a bare hand for distant pointing and clicking is advantageous
[99], this research seeks more sophisticated mid-air hand-gestural tracking
technologies and a suitable form factor for enabling natural hand-gestural
interaction in MSI applications.

As a form of kineasthetic haptic interaction, mid-air hand gestures have
the potential to enable a natural and intuitive experience of interacting with
computers by leveraging users’ existing skills at interacting with everyday
objects, which is the core idea of natural user interfaces [91, 106]. Such in-
teractions are especially useful when the interface is distant (as with large
displays) or even disappearing (as with immersive systems or ubiquitous en-
vironments), while instrumented interaction techniques, such as keyboards
and mice, become cumbersome in these cases [79]. Mid-air hand gestures
have been widely deployed in controlled environments, such as for virtual
reality (VR) or immersive systems, in which hand tracking commonly relies
on computer vision [6, 99, 101]. These fixed infrastructures not only require
users to perform the gestures within the camera’s viewing angle, but also
suffer from occlusion issues; this limits their use in MSI scenarios.

Alternatively, tracking technologies can be deployed in wearable form
factors to maintain the user’s mobility in MSI scenarios. Typically, the
form factors for hand tracking can be a ring, a wrist- or armband, or
a glove. Merrill and Maes investigated such interaction techniques [65],
leveraging natural looking, pointing, and reaching behaviours in interac-
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tions with the combination of digital information and physical objects. The
proposed wireless system can be worn on a finger to track pointing orien-
tation. However, it is based on infrared and requires extra transponders to
be distributed in the space, which would be impractical when deployed on
a large scale. Myo is an example of an armband hand-tracking technique
[30]. It utilises electromyographic and inertial measurement units (IMU)
as core sensing techniques, and it can wirelessly communicate with other
systems; thus, it can potentially be used in outdoor and mobile contexts.
However, detecting subtle or complex gestures involving finger movements
seems to be challenging. As a result, it deploys unnatural gestures, such
as opening the palm to indicate a click, in its interaction. Digits [48] is a
wristband consisting of infrared cameras that can reconstruct the hand’s
full 3D pose. More examples exist of cameras worn on other parts of the
body, such as on the neck [47] and the thighs [54], to sense hand gestures.
However, these computer vision-based technologies cannot avoid occlusion
issues. In principle, if a sensing technology fails to reliably recognise a large
set of common and natural gestures, its users will likely need to spend ex-
tra effort to learn the (possibly unnatural) gestural vocabulary that the
system can recognize. The glove form factor appears well suited for direct
pointing and sensing subtle hand postures. For example, IMUs and flex
sensors can be easily mounted on individual fingers to detect finger actions
[39, 84]; hence, hand postures can be accurately captured to construct a
more natural gestural vocabulary.

The glove form factor also affords sufficient space on the hand to be
exploited for feedback. For example, mounting actuators on relevant parts
of the hand allows tactile feedback to be presented directly on action-
performing bodies for delivering abstract information and physical object
properties [12], which is not possible on handheld form factors. Scheibe,
Moehring, and Froehlich presented a haptic glove prototype for VR appli-
cations [86]. The tactile feedback in the glove was given to the fingertips
to simulate contact with virtual objects. More recent variants of the hap-
tic glove paradigm are the v-Glove [24] and AHNE [97]. Tactile feedback
in both cases was built for increasing the tangibility of the untouchable
interfaces in virtual environments.

Tactile feedback applied on the hand can also be used for facilitating
pointing in target-acquisition tasks when encoded with directional informa-
tion. For example, Oron-Gilad et al. conducted a sophisticated study on
deploying vibrotactile guidance on the hand for pointing at targets with an
inertial mouse on a computer display [68]. They found that both time and
accuracy were improved with the cues. Lehtinen et al. presented an evalua-
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tion of enhancing on-screen visual search with tactile guidance provided by
four palm-based actuators [53]. They evaluated the added value of tactile
guidance in distinguishing a specific target from others with a close resem-
blance to it. Their findings also suggest that pointing with tactile guidance
enhanced the visual search task. It should be noted that abundant research
can be found on tactile guidance using other form factors, such as belts.
This type of technique usually consists of vibrotactile actuator arrays that
are evenly distributed around the waist, thus affording directional guidance
towards the vibration [3, 20, 92]. Similarly, placing actuators around the
wrist for pedestrian navigation is gaining more interest as smart watches
become more and more popular. For example, Dobbelstein et al. have
developed tactile navigation provided on the wristband of a smart watch
[17]. While these systems have significant merits when used in navigation
systems or in the design of directional vibrotactile feedback, they have not
been designed for direct interaction with the surroundings.

While hand gestures are a form of kinaesthetic haptic interaction, the
tactile feedback presented on the hand constitutes the cutaneous counter-
part of a haptic interface. The above-mentioned technologies have shown
that a glove form factor can potentially enable the construction of a natu-
ral gestural vocabulary and enhance performance through providing tactile
guidance on the hand.

2.4 Do Smart Glasses Solve the Problems?

Potentially, head-mounted displays, such as smart glasses, could be an ideal
solution to the issues illustrated in the introduction. The wearable form
factor enables hands-free interaction and provides always-on access to in-
formation while maintaining a high degree of freedom. The see-through
visual interface enables head-up interaction while maintaining the aware-
ness of the environment. However, the concern of social acceptability could
largely affect users’ willingness to adopt a technology [50, 55, 88, 96]. For
example, using voice control, as on Google Glass, can arouse much at-
tention, especially in a quiet shared environment, and could even disturb
others. Another popular option, using mid-air hand gestures at eye level,
has even more social implications, such as if the user points at a person.
The concern of social acceptability was further confirmed by Tung et al.,
who asked a group of participants to build a set of command gestures for
games on smart glasses in a public space [96]. The majority of the gestures
performed were oriented toward the chest area rather than toward the face,
mainly to avoid attracting too much attention from bystanders.
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To avoid getting too much attention, there has been research in de-
veloping interaction techniques that involve only slight muscle movements.
Epson Moverio and Sony SmartEyeglass have a wired handheld device with
a trackpad attached to the glasses. Although subtle finger gestures are pos-
sible on the device, this design requires users to carry an additional device
in the hand, which not only hampers mobility but also is known to be less
preferred with respect to mid-air gestures [96]. Gaze input [87, 95], and
facial gesture detection [25] have also been integrated with head-mounted
displays. Although only slight muscle action is involved in the interaction,
which could reduce obtrusiveness, the technology requires excessive cali-
bration and is prone to tracking errors. Ishimaru et al. [41] also proposed
a technique combining the detection of head movement and eye blinking
frequency to recognize users’ high level activities, such as distinguishing
reading from talking. Although the recognition rate can be as high as 82%,
further development is needed for input purposes. Moreover, head gestures
might not be preferred if hand gestures are available [51]. Touching on
the body can be of less concern regarding social acceptability since people
often do it unconsciously. Various techniques have enabled on-body gestu-
ral input and could be integrated with smart glasses [32, 80, 104]. Earlier
studies have shown that gestures performed on the body and their locations
result in different perceptions of social acceptability [77, 88]. As reported
by Tung et al., touching on the palm is a preferred option (51%) [96]. An
example is PalmType [102], which enables users to type with a finger on
the palm. However, the interaction might be limited with touching events,
and both hands would be required in the case of PalmType.

Although hand gestures might have more social implications in various
contexts, they have the potential of enabling natural and intuitive interac-
tions. Tung et al. found that mid-air gestures were preferred over on-body
or on-device gestures when interacting with smart glasses [96]. Mount-
ing the gestural sensing technology on the glasses could be a compact and
convenient solution, as can be seen on Microsoft HoloLens. However, the
gestures are required to be performed within the camera viewing angle,
which is high at eye level, and can attract much attention. On the other
hand, separating the sensing technology from the glasses could avoid obtru-
sive action on the eye level, as manifested by Belt [18] and ShoeSense [4].
Previous studies have also explored various form factors worn on different
parts of the hand for embedding sensing technologies. For example, sensors
can be worn on the fingers [43, 107], wrist [72], forearm [30, 62], or whole
hand [21]. Ideally, having the sensors directly on the hand makes the track-
ing of hand gestures more robust than with computer vision-based tracking.
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While arm-based techniques such as Myopoint [30] can track pointing and
rudimentary gestures, gloves can track more fine-grained gestures, such as
bending individual fingers. Moreover, as illustrated in the last section, the
capability of embedding actuators on action-performing bodies also sug-
gests the adoption of the glove form factor for this untouchable interface
on smart glasses.

2.5 Summary

This section summarizes the literature review with concluding remarks.
From the literature in Area I, it could be concluded that:

• On-device vibrotactile stimuli have been adopted as a haptic solu-
tion to confront the drawbacks of the visually dominated interface
on mobile devices. However, the transitory stimuli are not always
perceivable in mobile conditions.

• Shape-changing interfaces afford static and continuous stimuli that
can be more expressive than vibrotactile feedback when on the move.

• Multiple shape-changing parameters can be utilized for encoding in-
formation, among which amplitude change is a potentially more ef-
fective method.

However, there has been little related work in addressing shape-changing
interfaces for practical mobile communication purposes. Shape-changing
mechanisms are normally large in size or power-consuming, thus they are
more challenging to make mobile. Moreover, the information conveyed over
shape-changing interfaces is often implicit. The capability of conveying in-
formation over shapes for mobile communication requires more investiga-
tion. RQ1 addresses the gap in which shape-changing interfaces are to be
designed for mobile communication purposes. Practical knowledge required
for answering RQ1 would include the information encoding on the shapes,
the users’ perception, and the portability of the interface.

The literature review in Area II can be summarized as:

• Modern mobile technologies have enabled people to interact with
physical surroundings that are augmented with geo-referenced dig-
ital information.

• As can be seen from the “magic wand” technique on handheld de-
vices, users benefit from direct interaction with the surroundings and
keeping their visual attention on the environment.
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• The benefits of handheld devices, however, come at a cost of occupy-
ing the hand and downgrading users’ mobility. The devices also fail
to accurately recognize hand gestures, resulting in a limited gestural
vocabulary beyond pointing and clicking.

• Alternatively, the glove form factor affords accurate recognition of
hand gestures, as well as providing tactile feedback on action-performing
bodies.

Although there has been research on hand-tracking techniques and ap-
plications with the glove form factor, most studies have been designed for
indoor, controlled environments. It has been shown that the “magic wand”
technique could help users focus on the environment, though only for a
short moment before the users shift their focus onto the screen. The gap,
which is addressed by RQ2, is whether hand-gestural interaction enabled
by the glove form factor can also help users focus on the environment. The
practical knowledge required to answer RQ2 includes techniques for deploy-
ing hand-gestural recognition for outdoor use and how people can associate
the action of the hand with the environment.

The literature in Area III has shown that:

• Although smart glasses could potentially be ideal for MSI, the in-
teraction techniques raise concerns regarding social acceptability and
make people unwilling to adopt this technology.

• By requiring only slight muscle action or avoiding eye-level inter-
action, the interaction techniques developed for smart glasses could
avoid attracting too much attention from bystanders; hence lowering
the concern of social acceptability.

• Isolating tracking techniques from the glasses can effectively avoid
eye-level interaction.

• Mid-air hand-gestural interaction could potentially benefit smart glasses
users for enabling intuitive interaction.

Although mid-air hand-gestural interaction can have more implications
on social acceptability, it has the benefit of enabling intuitive interaction.
As suggested in the literature, hand-gestural interaction might be more
socially acceptable if eye-level interactions were avoided. RQ3 addresses
the opportunity of designing and developing an unobtrusive hand-gestural
interaction technique for smart glasses.
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Research Methods

The general research method in this thesis is to develop interactive proto-
types as research tools to enable real-world interaction to take place. This
can be an effective way to examine the proposed solutions in practical sce-
narios to inform future designs. A set of studies was conducted along this
line of research that finally led towards this goal. This chapter provides
an overview of the criteria for selecting research methods in each of the
three areas, followed by the rationale for the experiment design where the
prototypes were deployed.

The primary criterion for selecting a research method, as proposed by
McGrath [64], is to maximize the following three desirable features in the
collected research evidence: 1) generalizability of the data over the popula-
tion of subjects, 2) precision of measurement of the behaviors that are being
studied, and the control of extraneous factors that are not being studied,
and 3) the realism of the situation or context within which the experiment
is conducted as compared with the context to which the evidence is to be
applied. Obviously, it is almost impossible to maximize all three features
simultaneously, since these features fall at different levels of control and
increasing one would result in reducing another. Depending on the goals
and research questions of each study, this criterion was utilized for design-
ing feasible experiments to derive valid research evidence. The experiments
presented in this thesis manifest the maximization of the different features.

Based on the level of control, experiments can also be categorized as the
following four types, from high level of control to low: 1) laboratory exper-
iments, 2) analog experiments, 3) quasi-experiments, and 4) natural exper-
iments [69]. Both laboratory and analog experiments are conducted in lab-
oratory environments, but analog experiments deploy simulations of real-
world conditions. Quasi-experiments and natural experiments, on the other
hand, are conducted in the field. As natural experiments have the least con-
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trol and the variation of a factor occurs naturally, quasi-experiments expose
the experimental intervention in the field with limited control [69, 89]. The
experiments presented in the thesis had different designs at different stages
in the development of the solutions. In the following, I give an overview
of the research strategies applied in the three areas considering the above
criteria.

3.1 Research Strategy in Area I

As mentioned earlier, the expressiveness of haptic stimuli in this context
can be seen from two perspectives: accessibility of the stimuli and the
capability of conveying information, which are the two main focuses of this
research. To understand how shape-changing stimuli can be well perceived,
shape-changing mechanisms were developed to enable the manipulation of
the amplitude and granularity of the texture. In this way, we aimed to
understand what the limitations are for people to perceive not only the
presence of stimuli but also the accuracy in detecting different magnitudes
of stimuli (the perceptibility of stimuli). The results are the groundwork for
further encoding information. The research also discovered that textural
change can be used for encoding emotional information for interpersonal
communication (the capacity of information), which was derived through
post-study questionnaires.

The experiments were conducted in a laboratory, since at this early
stage of the unimplemented system, conducting laboratory experiments has
the practical advantage of reducing costs as compared to field experiments
[38, 69] (see Publication I). Moreover, maximizing the precision by control-
ling as many extraneous factors as possible would also increase the validity
of the results, which are fundamental knowledge for further development.

3.2 Research Strategy in Area II

Since the aim was to derive solutions feasible for practical mobile condi-
tions, realism was the primary feature to be maximized when selecting the
research methods. However, as the development of the haptic solution in
Area II is divided into four stages, the beginning research stage focused
on improving the precision by minimizing the effect of extraneous factors
before shifting the focus to realism in later stages. In terms of experiment
type, the first experiment was conducted in a laboratory environment, while
the later ones were quasi-experiments in the field. The prototypes of the
SSH Glove were developed iteratively throughout the stages.
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The first stage was to observe the natural hand pointing posture to in-
form tactile guidance design, as well as to compare the performance between
tactile guidance presented on the palm and on the fingers (see Publication
III). At this early stage of the unimplemented system, the experiment was
conducted in a laboratory to maximize the precision by controlling as many
factors as possible. Although the ultimate goal was to deploy the system
in urban environments, the first experiment was constructed with artificial
markers as targets in the low-level target acquisition task in which unessen-
tial features were removed to reduce variation [38]. The strategy at this
stage was to verify that the concept of tactile guidance on the hand for sup-
porting mid-air pointing was feasible before further development for urban
environments.

In the second stage, the experiment was conducted in a real environ-
ment where the real-world landmarks were deployed as targets in the acqui-
sition task (see Publication III). The improved system gave tactile guidance
to participants for locating a POI in their surroundings. Conducting the
experiment in the field enabled a more genuine experience in practical situ-
ations; hence it was more realistic. To find the balance between maximizing
the realism and the precision in the experiment, the experiment was cho-
sen to be conducted with the user confined to a stationary location, since
there were still essential factors that needed to be investigated. The results
regarding tactile perception and performance derived from the first stage
could be generalized to a low-level application, but were not necessarily
feasible in practical situations. For example, the artificial targets in a lab-
oratory could be very different in the field, and it was not clear whether
people could identify the landmarks as designated targets or not. The ex-
periment was thus designed as a quasi-experiment in which there were more
factors less controlled because they were influenced by reality.

The third stage progressed to an even more realistic scenario in which
users were on the move (see Publications III and IV). As a recommendation
application for tourism, the proposed audio-haptic (AH) system guided
the participants to point at a nearby POI while they were walking in the
area. This was a quasi-experimental design in which realism was to be
maximized. Not only was the experiment setting similar to a real scenario,
but also the recruited participants were all tourists who had little knowledge
about the environment. Moreover, although the glove was specially made,
the core technologies deployed (e.g., Global Positioning System (GPS))
were common and standardized, which was easy to generalize or extend to
other applications. As pointed out by Hornbæk [38], a strong baseline in
this kind of study is important, thus a touchscreen-based application was
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deployed as the baseline in the experiment. By incorporating this baseline,
the experiment could directly show the difference between the two very
different interaction paradigms in practical use cases. The chosen baseline
was well justified, since it manifested the two main causes, i.e., handheld
form factor and visual interface, of the problems argued in this thesis.

In the last stage, realism was still the feature to be maximized in the
selection of the research method, since the ultimate goal was to derive
practical solutions for increasing the user’s awareness of the surroundings
(see Publication V). In this research, the limitations and constraints of the
glove-based AH interface were addressed, and the visual and AH interfaces
were not seen as mutually exclusive. A haptic solution could be even more
feasible for practical conditions if complemented with Augmented Reality
(AR), which is a common and popular technique for the same purpose.
Since both AR and the proposed glove-based AH solution were based on
point-and-select interaction, presumably the integration could result in a
more adaptive solution to the dynamic mobile conditions. The research
method was to develop a system on which both AH and AR interfaces could
co-exist as a research tool. The experiment was again a quasi-experiment
where the participants experienced the system in the field and were exposed
to many extraneous factors with limited control. A 2D map application on
a touchscreen was adopted in the experiment as the baseline. Even though
AR relies also on touchscreen-based interaction, aligning the pointing ori-
entation and the target in real space is essentially different than interacting
with the map on the screen. The experiment was conducted in the field,
and the participants were free to move during the experiment so that the
least level of control could be applied.

3.3 Research Strategy in Area III

The research on Area III aimed at developing an unobtrusive haptic solution
for interacting with smart glasses. The sensing technology on the SSH
Glove is independent from the smart glasses, which could potentially enable
hand-gestural interaction in a low, unobtrusive posture. The prototype was
then integrated with smart glasses for further investigation regarding social
acceptability when using the technology.

The evaluation of social acceptability was based on a set of well-cited
questionnaires [81], through which participants indicated their projected
willingness when using gestural interaction in front of different audiences
and in various places. Specifically, video clips of a person performing
the gestures were presented to participants as stimuli for them to answer
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whether they would be willing to perform the gestures in the specified con-
ditions in the questionnaires. Considering the fact that the concern of social
acceptability is mainly a subjective feeling, the strategy in this research was
to maximize realism in the experiment design so that authentic subjective
feelings could be derived from the genuine experience, hence generating
more valid responses to the questionnaires. This quasi-experiment was
conducted in a public space, exposing the participants to attention from
the bystanders (see Publication VI). Participants were given several tasks
in which they used the glove to interact with the smart glasses. Instead of
simply watching the pre-recorded video stimuli, the participants were able
to use the interface in public before answering the questionnaires regarding
social acceptability.

The glove functioned mainly as an input device for smart glasses; thus,
input performance was also one of the key measurements in this research.
Since smart glasses afford unlimited mobile applications, low-level tasks
were chosen to be adopted in this experiment. As Hornbæk [38] suggested,
using elementary, low-level tasks in experiments can reduce variation and
remove non-essential features of a task. Moreover, it ensures that if users
are unable to accomplish the designated simple tasks, higher-level tasks
will be equally or more difficult for users. The low-level tasks chosen were
selecting a single item from many, scrolling through content, and typing.
The tasks were decontextualized so that fewer cognitive functions would be
needed and the effects of non-physical factors would be minimized. For ex-
ample, in selecting a single item from many, the targets were standardized
and marked with only numbers in order. Participants were then asked to se-
lect a target with the designated number. In the typing task, transcription
was used to avoid extra cognitive functions required from the participants
to generate text. The transcription was randomly selected from a well-
established phrase set for evaluating text entry in HCI by MacKenzie and
Soukoreff [57]. Results from the low-level tasks lay solid groundwork for
developing higher-level applications.
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Chapter 4

Messaging with Textures on
Shape-Changing Interfaces

Research in Area I aims at answering the first research question: How
can a shape-changing interface benefit users in mobile communi-
cation? Publication I reports the development and evaluation of a shape-
changing mobile interface that can change the texture of the surface to
present information. In the study, two types of shape-changing mechanism
were developed for mobile use. As mentioned earlier, the expressiveness of
haptic stimuli encompasses the capacity (how informative the stimuli are)
and accessibility (how perceptible the stimuli are) of the information. Pub-
lication I thus incorporates the two parts, how well people can recognize
the shape changes in amplitude and granularity, and what kind of infor-
mation can be conveyed by the stimuli. The two-stage development of the
shape-changing mechanisms, from table prototypes to mobile setting, was
also reported in Publication I.

The results of the study showed that very low frequency texture changes
can be distinguished with a high level of accuracy. Since the magnitude of
texture change is small, the physical space required by the mechanism can
be compact enough for mobile use. Moreover, participants could associate
the textures with emotional information as interpersonal messages. Results
from the study answer RQ1 and could be concluded as:

Claim 1 Shape-changing interfaces can benefit users by conveying in-
formation through static, continuous, and informative haptic
stimuli.
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4.1 Design of the System

This section describes the design and construction of the shape-changing
interface prototypes, UnCovers (Undulating Covers), for manipulating both
the amplitude and granularity of textures on a surface. Two types of mech-
anism were explored: a Pin Array and a Mylar UnCover. While the Pin
Array UnCover was driven by servomotors, the Mylar UnCover presented
a diamond-like pattern when axial compression was applied to a cylinder.

The prototypes in the beginning stage were designed as a research tool
for investigating people’s ability to distinguish amplitude and granularity
changes, thus optimizing the size of the prototypes was not the first pri-
ority. The first Pin Array UnCover was driven by individual servomotors
so that the height of each pin could be well controlled (see Figure 4.1 (a)).
Meanwhile, the first version of the Mylar UnCover was simply three cylin-
ders manifesting different levels of amplitude and granularity (see Figure
4.1 (b)). These two prototypes were deployed in the experiments. Two ad-
ditional UnCovers were built for realizing the mobile use of these types of
shape-changing interfaces. While the Pin Array UnCover was transformed
into four sinusoidal ridges driven by one single servomotor (see Figure 4.1
(c)), the Mylar UnCover was realized by bending a small flexible cylinder
driven by muscle wires (see Figure 4.1 (d)). Both demonstrated a compact
size feasible for augmenting mobile devices.

4.2 The Studies

The perception of texture changes in amplitude and granularity were stud-
ied in two separate experiments. The first experiment was designed to
investigate the perception of the amplitude changes. The first Pin Ar-
ray UnCover was deployed for its capability of controlling the amplitude
with higher precision. An adaptive staircase method, One-Up Three-Down
method 31FC [52], was adopted. In each trial, three amplitudes were pre-
sented, in which there was only one target amplitude to be identified. The
magnitude of the amplitude was increased after one incorrect response and
decreased after three consecutive correct responses. This way, the accuracy
of detecting different amplitudes could be derived. In this experiment, the
independent variable was the amplitude of the shape change. Seven dif-
ferent amplitude levels were used: -3mm, -2mm, -1mm, 0mm, 1mm, 2mm,
and 3mm. The effect of visual feedback was also studied. In one condition,
the participants were able to see the shape change occurring, while in the
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Figure 4.1: Variations of the UnCover prototypes. a) The first version
of the Pin Array UnCover, b) the first version of the Mylar UnCover, c)
the mobile version of the Pin Array UnCover, d) the mobile version of the
Mylar UnCover
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other, the UnCover was placed under a box so that the texture change
could only be perceived through touching.

The second experiment was designed for investigating how well people
can perceive texture changes in terms of granularity. The first versions of
both the Pin Array and the Mylar UnCovers were deployed in this exper-
iment. In each trial, two granularities were presented to the participants
in a counterbalanced order. After examining the stimuli, the participants
were asked to identify the stimulus with the larger granularity. For each
UnCover, three different levels of granularity were involved. Similar to the
previous experiment, there were two conditions, with and without visual
feedback.

4.3 Findings and Claims

The results from the first experiment on the amplitude change showed that,
in general, the detection accuracy was high. Both concave and convex
amplitude at 3mm had more than 90% accuracy. Moreover, the higher the
amplitude change, the higher the detection accuracy. The most difficult
amplitude level to detect was -1mm, with nearly 75% accuracy, while all
the other levels had more than 85% accuracy. Moreover, the accuracy
for detecting convex amplitudes was higher than for concave amplitudes.
Earlier research also showed similar results, that the concave shapes yield
significantly higher standard deviations than convex ones in identification
tasks [44]. In addition to that, concave amplitudes were easier to detect
without visual feedback, possibly because the visual feedback for the sinking
movement was limited. In addition, 83% of the participants said that they
relied mainly on their sense of touch as opposed to their vision in this
concave case.

The results from the second experiment on granularity change showed
that the granularity changes in the Pin Array UnCover could be distin-
guished with an average accuracy rate of 94%; whereas on the Mylar Un-
Cover, the accuracy rate reached 89%. Although the Pin Array UnCover
resulted in higher accuracy, probably because the more rigid structure fa-
vored tactile perception, involving visual feedback had a greater impact on
the improvement of detection accuracy on the Mylar UnCover. This might
have been because Mylar is highly reflective and could enhance the contrast
of the texture change.

In addition to the performance measurement, post-study questionnaires
were also deployed for investigating how the textures could be mapped to
different message types. Eighteen message types, such as anger, love, and
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laughter, were explained with three labels, Caring and Supportive, Provoca-
tive, and Attention-Grabbing. Attention-Grabbing was the message type
that participants rated the most appropriate across all prototypes, in partic-
ular for the Pin Array UnCover, with the highest amplitude and granularity
levels. Caring and Supportive messages were rated most appropriate for the
highest magnitudes of shape change for the Pin Array UnCover, whereas
on the Mylar UnCover, the lower magnitudes of granularity were more ap-
propriate. Lastly, Provocative messages were associated with granularity
changes in both Pin Array and Mylar UnCovers at the highest granularity
levels.

Findings from the studies have shown that humans are sensitive in per-
ceiving both amplitude and granularity changes in textures. Moreover, the
textures could be implicitly associated with emotional information, which
potentially could be used for interpersonal communication. The second
version of the UnCovers presented in this chapter also manifested compact
mechanisms that could augment current mobile devices with the proposed
shape-changing interfaces. Claim 1 was thus confirmed.
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Chapter 5

Hand-Gestural Interaction in MSI
Applications

Research in Area II aims at answering the second research question: How
can a hand-worn haptic interface be designed for enhancing users’
awareness of the surroundings in MSI scenarios? The studies in
Area II target at realizing an envisioned scenario in which users can in-
teract directly by hand with information distributed in the surroundings
while maintaining visual attention on the environment. To realize the sce-
nario, we developed the Spatial Sensing Haptic Glove, which features hand
orientation and gesture sensing and tactile feedback support.

There are four studies illustrating the iterative development process re-
ported in this thesis. The first study investigated design of tactile guidance
cues considering natural hand pointing postures. The second study investi-
gated the feasibility of finding POIs through hand gestural interaction. The
envisioned MSI scenario was realized in the third and the fourth studies, in
which a glove-based audio-haptic (AH) urban explorer was developed based
on the results gained from the first two studies and evaluated in the field.
The non-visual urban explorer enabled users to interact with information
associated with real-world objects while remaining focused on the environ-
ment. While the feasibility of the urban explorer was evaluated in the third
study, the possibility of complementing its AH interface with its AR inter-
face (both help users focus directly on the environment) was investigated
in the fourth study.

Four publications are included in Area II. The general concept of using
the glove as a medium between human and computer for location-aware ap-
plications is reported in Publication II. The first three studies are reported
in Publication III to manifest the iterative development of the glove and
the AH urban explorer. Publication IV reports the third study in detail,
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including the design of the urban explorer and the benefits of using such
a system in the MSI scenario. The fourth study is reported in Publication
V.

The results of the studies showed that participants in the studies consid-
ered the tactile feedback and gestural interaction useful and reported that
these features helped them focus on the environment when interacting with
information distributed in the environment. By comparing the behaviors
when using the AH interface and an ordinary touchscreen interface, the
studies also showed that participants engaged more with the surroundings
through the glove-based interaction. Results from the studies answer RQ2,
which could be concluded with the following claims:

Claim 2 The glove is an effective form factor for enabling mid-air hand-
gestural interaction with haptic support in MSI applications.

Claim 3 Releasing visual attention from the interface and enabling mid-
air hand-gestural interaction directly with the surroundings in
MSI applications can achieve a higher-level experience of im-
mersion in the environment.

5.1 Design of the Hand-Worn System

This section describes the design and construction of the hand-worn haptic
system. I will first describe the envisioned MSI scenario and then the design
and development of the research prototype to be deployed in the studies.
Fröhlich et al. illustrated a scenario in which direct interaction with the
surroundings can be achieved by pointing a mobile device at a real-world
landmark [23]. However, this intimate connection with the surroundings
diminishes immediately after the user clicks on the selection button because
the information presented on the visual interface soon draws the user’s
attention back to the device; this illustrates a good example of how MSI
can help connect users with the real world.

Further expanding from that premise, the system could be improved by
deploying a hand-worn sensing device and incorporating an auditory modal-
ity to avoid disconnecting from the real environment. In the envisioned MSI
scenario, people can locate a POI by following tactile guidance to point di-
rectly at a real-world landmark with their hands. By performing clicking
or grabbing gestures, they can access the associated geo-referenced content.
Moreover, by incorporating the auditory modality to deliver this content,
the focus of the visual attention can be maintained on the surroundings,
thus avoiding being disconnected from the real environment. Selecting tar-
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gets directly with the hand, feeling the touch presented by tactile feedback,
and maintaining visual attention on the target builds a sensation of an aug-
mented/extended body that can reach distant and untouchable real-world
objects through the glove.

In order to realize the envisioned scenario, the research prototype needs
to manifest the following features: accurate hand gestural recognition, tac-
tile guidance, and location-based service. While location-based services can
be easily provided by mobile devices, the other two features require more
effort to investigate the configuration. The glove form factor was chosen
because it affords sufficient space for distributing sensing technologies and
actuators, which is also ideal for exploring the configuration of the tech-
nologies. To achieve accurate hand gestural recognition, a combination
of sensing technologies was deployed on the glove. An inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU) was mounted on the back of the hand for tracking hand
pose and orientation, while three flex sensors were deployed on the fingers
(thumb, index finger, and middle finger) to detect finger poses. The point-
ing direction and posture were determined according to IMU readings for
yaw, pitch, and roll. The combination of yaw and pitch defines the point-
ing orientation of the user’s hand in a 360-degree, 2D space. To enable
MSI applications, the yaw also references magnetic north to calculate the
pointing direction with geo-referenced data.

As for the tactile guidance, location is used for encoding directional
guidance cues. The main spatial mapping principle deployed is that users
move their hands towards the direction where the vibration is perceived,
which is generally known as the “pull” metaphor (see Figure 5.4); this
method is potentially more intuitive than the opposite “push” metaphor
[42]. Following earlier research about deploying tactile guidance on the
palm [53], the strategy was to explore actuator placement on the fingers
considering the higher density of nerve endings, which supposedly will re-
sult in better performance. The first two iterations of the glove (see Figure
5.1 a and b) encompass two sets of actuator setup, one on the fingers and
the other on the palm (see Figure 5.2), for evaluating the performance and
feasibility of the guidance cue. The experiments confirmed the hypothesis
that the finger-based actuator setup results in higher performance. More-
over, when designing pointing-based interactions and considering how we
use the hands to interact with everyday objects, vibrotactile feedback can
reproduce a more genuine sense of touch on the fingertips than on the palm.
In MSI scenarios, where the targets can be distant and untouchable, vibro-
tactile feedback on the fingertips can enhance the experience by simulating
contact with virtual objects [86]. The third iteration of the glove thus has
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Figure 5.1: The three versions of the SSH Glove and the system. From left
to right are the first, the second, and the third.

Figure 5.2: The actuator setup of the first glove. The colours depict ventral
(blue) and dorsal (red) placements.

only actuators on the fine-tuned locations on the fingers (see Figure 5.1 c).
The third version of the glove was deployed in the last two studies, which
were the manifestation of practical MSI applications.

In addition to the SSH Glove, the MSI application system also required
a mobile device for the location service, auditory interface, system logic,
etc. Integrating the glove with a mobile device is a convenient and economic
choice since people carry a mobile device with them most of the time, and
enabling these additional features on the glove would simply increase its
cost and size. The glove communicates with the mobile device through
standard Bluetooth, making it versatile for use with a wide range of mobile
devices.

The essential feature of interacting directly with a real-world landmark
can be achieved by the integration of the above-mentioned technologies.
Based on the location information derived from the GPS on the mobile
device, the system can understand the user’s current location as well as
the relative angles between the user and nearby POIs. Meanwhile, the
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glove understands in which direction the user is pointing. By comparing
the glove orientation and the relative angles to the POIs, the system can
understand whether a POI is matched with the user’s pointing direction,
and the directional guidance can be given accordingly through actuators on
the glove. The system can further respond to the user’s hand gestures. For
example, when the user points at a POI and makes a selection gesture, the
system delivers the spoken description of the POI that has been pointed at.
Overall, the integrated system realizes direct interaction between the hand
and the surroundings without requiring visual attention on the interface.

It is worth mentioning the design of haptic gloves for VR applications
since a glove featuring hand-gesture recognition and haptic feedback could
be used in both VR and MSI applications. Both application areas would
require truthful recognition of hand poses to enable a rich gestural vocab-
ulary, whereas the use of haptic stimuli can have a different focus. The
role of haptic stimuli could be twofold - for representing the physicality of
untouchable objects (e.g., simulating the sense of touch) and for encoding
information (e.g., directional guidance or notification cues). The former
may play a more crucial role in VR applications in which the reality is re-
constructed through presenting artificial stimuli on our various senses [24].
In this case, haptic stimuli can be a meaningful representation of the physi-
cality of virtual objects touched by the users. More sophisticated examples
are gloves using force feedback for grasping in VR [11,28]. Meanwhile, the
later may be more relevant to MSI applications since the absence of visual
interface could be compensated by a haptic interface. This kind of data
gloves has a long history in development. There are also commercialised
haptic gloves available on the market, such as Manus glove1. Hence, pur-
suing technical novelty is not the main focus of this research. Instead, re-
search in this area focuses on the design of applications adopting matured
technologies to explore the design space.

5.2 The Studies

The research question in Area II, “How can a hand-worn haptic interface
be designed for enhancing users’ awareness of the surroundings in MSI
scenarios?” can be translated into the following four sub-questions, which
were answered in four separate studies:

1. How should hand-worn sensors and actuators be configured to accom-
modate users’ natural postures while pointing?

1https://manus-vr.com
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2. Can hand-worn input and haptic feedback be used to find POIs?

3. What benefits do hand-worn input and haptic feedback have in an
MSI application?

4. How can the non-visual audio-haptic urban explorer be complemented
by an augmented reality interface to be more versatile?

5.2.1 Study 1 - Tactile Cue Design Considering Natural
Pointing Gestures

One of the core features of an urban explorer is to support identifying
POIs in an urban environment. At the very beginning of the system devel-
opment, the aim of the study was to understand how tactile guidance on
the hand could effectively support target acquisition tasks. The strategy
adopted was to explore the design space and understand how people can
naturally point with their hands so that a natural and non-intrusive design
of tactile guidance could be derived. Furthermore, the actuator placement
for encoding directional guidance was optimized through the comparison
with a baseline in the study. The study was designed for answering the
first research question “How should hand-worn sensors and actuators be
configured to accommodate users’ natural postures while pointing?”

In the controlled laboratory study, the participants were asked to stand
at a marked spot in the space surrounded by 16 rectangular targets marked
on movable walls. The 16 targets, numbered from 0 to 15, presented 4
azimuth angles (45◦, 135◦, -45◦, and -135◦) and 2 inclination angles (7◦, and
-10◦to a reference person), resulting in 8 angle pairs, each with 2 different
sizes (see Figure 5.3).

The experiment was divided into two parts. The first part aimed at
observing the adjustments in pointing gestures made by the participants
due to the glove and the tactile guidance. Participants were asked to point
at the targets first without the glove, and then with the glove but without
guidance. Since there was no tactile guidance presented, the experimenter
read out the number of the target in a randomized order. The design of the
experiment provided a chance to observe the most natural pointing gestures
and the adjustments made as affected by wearing the glove and learning
the cue, which later was taken into account in designing the guidance cue.

The second part aimed at comparing the performance of actuator se-
tups. The same target-acquisition tasks were repeated in this part, in which
a within-subjects design of the experiment was followed for examining the
performance of guidance on the fingers and the palm. Without receiving
verbal instruction of the target number, the participants followed the tactile
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Figure 5.3: The test setup and target arrangement. a) The Schematics b)
the experiment environment at -180◦(horizontal). The star shape on the
middle wall denotes the starting location for the pointing tasks.

cue on the hand to locate the targets. When the pointing orientation fell
within the target boundaries, an on-target cue was presented. Meanwhile,
the participant could bend the index finger to confirm the selection of the
target. The target-acquisition task was repeated for 10 minutes in each
condition.

Findings from the experiment helped refine the prototype and the tac-
tile guidance design. The major finding in the first part of the experiment
was that horizontal mapping of the tactile guidance can benefit most users
since most participants pointed naturally in a horizontal pose. It could also
be seen that people who pointed vertically (thumb facing up) would adjust
their pointing orientation to align with the guidance pattern that was de-
signed for a horizontal pose. This indicated the importance of aligning
tactile guidance with natural hand orientation. The design decision was to
adopt a fixed horizontal actuator setup, since there are many aspects that
need to be considered if adaptive and customizable guidance cues are to be
designed, such as to which degree would the pose be considered horizon-
tal or vertical. Or, would the cue presented on the absolutely horizontal
plane regardless of the hand pose (which is achievable on an array of ac-
tuators rounding the palm) be a superior option? Thorough investigation
is needed for each of these areas. Before fully adaptive customization is
possible, the horizontal setup would benefit the most users when designing
MSI applications at this stage. The second finding was that tactile guid-
ance on fingertips would be a better setup than on the palm. The results
showed that actuators on the fingertips resulted in greater usability, better
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Figure 5.4: Tactile guidance mapping following the color code in Figure
ActuatorSetup. Highlighted actuators guide the user to point at the target
in the center. a) Guidance mapping for the palm set. b) Guidance mapping
for the finger set.
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performance, and a lower task load. The finger setup should be further
refined in the future.

In terms of prototype design, the glove should be improved by using
more flexible fabric, and the appearance should be more robust. It could
be observed that simply wearing the glove had an initial impact on the
natural pointing pose. People tended to slightly open the palm and also
showed concern over damaging the exposed electronics. All these findings
encouraged the next iteration of prototype design and a further study shift-
ing from the laboratory to the real environment.

5.2.2 Study 2 - Target Acquisition in Urban Environment

The aim of the second study was to verify whether the tactile guidance
could assist users to locate POIs in the real environment. Considering
the fact that, in a real urban environment, the landmarks could be very
different from artificial targets in a laboratory setting, it is essential to
verify the interaction design in a real setting. A preliminary urban explorer
application was implemented and integrated with the second version of the
glove. The system was deployed in a user study taking place in a central
square of the city. The participants were confined to a stationary position
before further developing the interaction technique for mobile use. The
study was designed to answer the research question “Can hand-worn input
and haptic feedback be used to find POIs?”

The urban explorer system incorporated an auditory modality in the
interface for delivering content regarding the POIs. Participants wore the
glove, headsets, and a mobile device that ran the experimental logic and au-
dio playback. The participants followed the tactile guidance on the fingers
because actuator setup on the fingers presented better results in the last
experiment. Once the pointing orientation matched the direction of the as-
signed target, an on-target tactile cue was given along with the spoken title
of the POI. After performing a selection gesture (bending the index finger),
the participant heard the spoken description of the selected POI. Ten land-
marks surrounding the experiment area were chosen as target POIs, which
provided good variability in terms of horizontal angle, vertical angle, and
angular size (see Figure 5.5).

The results showed that the interaction technique is feasible for lo-
cating real-world landmarks. All participants were able to complete the
target-acquisition task by following the tactile guidance within a reason-
able amount of time and with increasing proficiency. The survey on user
experience also showed that 7 out of 12 participants felt quite natural us-
ing the glove to directly interact with the landmarks. Even though there
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Figure 5.5: The target landmarks presented in a panoramic view. The red
rectangles indicate the boundary of each target POI.

was no visual feedback involved in the multimodal interface, the distinctive
appearance of the real-world landmarks served well as visual cues. Unlike
techniques such as AR or 3D maps, in which users search and look at a
replica of the target on the display, using real objects in the surroundings as
visual cues could build a direct link between the user and the POI without
an intermediate medium.

The development of the glove prototype was much informed by the
study. First, the construction of the glove needed to be even more flexible
and robust to be able to endure excessive usage in the field. Secondly, the
already improved actuator placement for up/down cues on the second ver-
sion of the glove did not present satisfying results. The two-dimensional
spherical cue design unavoidably increased the cognitive load in decoding
the information, especially when both visual and audio cues were also pre-
sented. Moreover, vibrotactile feedback from the two actuators mounted
on the same finger could not be effectively distinguished yet. While more
dedicated research is needed for the optimisation of actuator placement
for this additional vertical dimension, providing directional guidance in the
horizontal plane appeared to be sufficient in this MSI scenario, where the
target distribution in the vertical dimension was low. In the next design,
the aim was to achieve accurate perception of horizontal directional guid-
ance and designing an MSI application bringing the system to a mobile
setting.

5.2.3 Study 3 - Urban Exploration through Audio-Haptic
Interface

The aim of this study was to deploy the concept of using the hand to directly
interact with the environment into realistic MSI scenarios. The results
from previous stationary studies had helped consolidate the fundamentals
of the interaction technique for tactile guidance-based target acquisition
tasks. The research strategy at this stage was to examine the interaction
technique in realistic mobile scenarios. In this study, a location-aware mo-
bile application was developed for urban exploration in which participants
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pointed and followed the tactile guidance on the hand to locate surround-
ing POIs. Participants were able to move around a specific area, receive
notifications of nearby POIs, and follow tactile guidance on the hand to
locate the target. This study was designed to answer the research question
“What benefits do hand-worn input and haptic feedback have in an MSI
application?”

Following the system design in the second study, the application incor-
porated an Android mobile device for running the experiment logic, audio
playback and communication with the glove. An additional feature required
from the device was GPS service to track participants’ location for provid-
ing relevant information while mobile. The third iteration of the glove (see
Figure 5.1 (c)), which was more robust and flexible and had a more fine-
tuned actuator setup, was deployed in the study. A pair of headsets was
connected with the mobile device for delivering audio feedback and spoken
information.

The participants followed a predefined path along which 13 POIs were
chosen as targets (see Figure 5.6 and 5.7). When entering the radius of
a POI, the participant received both audio and tactile feedback indicat-
ing the availability of geo-referenced information. By making a selection
gesture, i.e., bending the index finger, the participant accepted the recom-
mendation and started following the tactile guidance to locate the POI.
When the pointing direction matched the target direction, an on-target vi-
brotactile cue was given along with spoken name of the POI. Making the
selection gesture again initiated the playback of an audio narrative of the
POI description.

In order to reveal the benefits of the AH interface, a touchscreen-based
application was deployed as a baseline in this between-subject study. In-
stead of presenting directional information in tactile format, an arrow point-
ing at the direction of the POI was displayed on the screen. In addition to
the performance metrics, the behavior and experience of the participants
were collected through video-analysis, questionnaires, and interviews. An
additional questionnaire was given to users of the glove, which allowed them
to evaluate the audio cues and the experience of using the glove.

The results revealed a major benefit in using the glove-based interface-
the reduced division of participants’ attention on the interface and the sur-
roundings. Baseline participants paid much attention to the mobile device
instead of the surroundings. Although the description was also delivered
through audio once the target was selected, most of the participants still
chose to read the text on the screen instead of examining the POI with
their eyes. Video analysis showed that they spent an average of 70.27%
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Figure 5.6: A map showing the locations of POIs and their associated
proximity radius. The red line indicates the predefined route. The two
targets in the top right corner were used for training.

Figure 5.7: Participants using the interfaces in the experiment. Left: base-
line. Right: the SSH Glove.

(SD = 13.25) of the time looking at the screen during the exploration of
a single POI. Meanwhile, glove participants were able to look at the POI
and the surroundings while listening to the description. Other behavioral
differences were also observed. While walking, baseline participants tended
to constantly check the screen, even though the notification was also ac-
companied by vibration and required no monitoring of the screen. On the
contrary, participants wearing the glove appeared to be simply walking
around the city without being distracted by the glove.

In summary, the glove interface enabled using the hand to interact
with information associated with the real-world objects, with the benefit of
maintaining attention to the surroundings. This is particularly useful when
the real-world scene constitutes part of the content that should be paid
attention to. By comparing the experience with traditional touchscreen-
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based interfaces, the benefits of using the glove-based interface could be
immediately manifested.

5.2.4 Study 4 - Complementing Audio-Haptic Urban Ex-
plorer with Augmented Reality

The aim of this study is to further examine how the AH urban explorer
could be complemented by an AR interface that is also designed to increase
situational awareness. The results from previous studies had proven the
feasibility of the non-visual AH interface. However, the bandwidth of de-
livering textual information over audio is limited. Similar to the glove-based
interface, sensor-based AR is also based on the point-and-select technique
and thus was considered to be integrated on the same system for allowing
users to select the more suitable interface to adapt to the dynamic envi-
ronment. The research aim at this stage was to study the circumstances in
which one interface would be preferred over the other, as well as how the
interaction of interface switching could be designed. The glove system was
enhanced with a sensor-based AR interface and a basic switching mech-
anism. In the experiment, how the participants chose which interface to
use and how they switched the interfaces were studied. This study was de-
signed to answer the research question “How can the non-visual AH urban
explorer be complemented by an AR interface to be more versatile?”

The system design was basically the same as in Study 3, except for an
additional AR interface implemented on the mobile device. The experi-
ment was conducted in the same area where there are three squares full
of tourist attractions. Participants were asked to use the system to ex-
plore the squares, first with individual interfaces on the first two squares,
then with both interfaces freely on the third square (see Figure 5.8). More
specifically, the participants first chose their preferred interface on the third
square, and they were allowed to freely switch to the other during the ex-
ploration. They were also asked to repeat the last exploration task but with
the other interface. This way, the switching of interface was assured to take
place at least once and could be studied in case there was no spontaneous
switching initiated by the participants.

The participants were asked directly why they chose one interface over
another. Accompanied with quantitative measurement, the results indi-
cated that the participants would prefer to use the AR interface when fast
access to information was needed or when they wanted to have a view of
all the POIs at once. On the other hand, the glove-based interface was
preferred when purposeful exploration of a given POI was desired or when
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Figure 5.8: The tasks and interfaces involved in the mixed design of the
experiment. Within-subject factor: interaction mode (AR only v.s. AH
only v.s. both AR and AH). Between-subject factor: application (research
prototype v.s. Google Maps application).

the participants wanted to listen to the audio rather than read the textual
description of the POIs.

The interface switching behavior was studied. The majority of the par-
ticipants spontaneously switched interfaces during the exploration, indi-
cating that there was a need for a versatile system with multiple interfaces
in response to the dynamic environment. This observation corresponds
to previous research on users’ behavior in urban exploration, where their
needs are dynamic and evolving, and it was suggested that the tools should
support switching between interfaces [98]. The findings were concluded as
recommendations to inform future design (Publication V).

5.3 Findings and Claims

The series of studies manifested the iterative development of the SSH Glove,
and the findings concluded Claim 2 and 3 for answering RQ 2. In the
earlier stage of development, the glove form factor affords sufficient space
for experimenting on tactile guidance design based on actuator placement,
as well as distributing sensors for achieving accurate gestural recognition.
When deployed in the MSI application studies, the glove could effectively
enable participants to interact with the real-world landmarks with the hand,
confirming its usefulness in the proposed scenarios.

Moreover, the glove-based AH interface required no visual attention
from the users, allowing users to maintain the situational awareness of the
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surroundings. As could be seen from the behavioral difference between
using the AH and ordinary touchscreen-based interfaces (Publication IV),
maintaining visual attention on the surroundings and interacting with infor-
mation through the hand enabled users to focus on the environment rather
than on the interface, hence giving them a more immersed experience.
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Chapter 6

Hand-Gestural Interaction with
Smart Glasses

Research in Area III aims at answering the third research question: How
can a haptic interaction technique be designed for smart glasses to
enable unobtrusive interaction? Publication VI investigates the issue
of social acceptability when using smart glasses in public, reports an in-
depth survey of currently available unobtrusive solutions, and develops a set
of design principles for designing interaction techniques for smart glasses.
The SSH Glove was adopted because it affords independent tracking of the
hand and can effectively eliminate attention-grabbing factors. Three use
cases of the integrated wearable system are illustrated in Publication VI.

The results of the study showed that participants finished tasks with
a positive experience and did not feel especially uncomfortable performing
the tasks in public. This answers RQ3; that is, the answer to this question
can be framed as:

Claim 4 Independent tracking and accurate recognition of hand gestures
can enable unobtrusive and intuitive interaction with smart
glasses.

6.1 Design of the System

This section describes the design and construction of the research proto-
type. As presented in Publication VI, a set of design principles aimed at
achieving unobtrusive interaction was derived from the literature review:

1. Isolating sensing technology from the glasses

2. Using relative pointing for adapting to various postures

53
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3. Designing small movements for subtle interaction

4. Aiming for intuitive gestures

5. Enhancing tangibility

The SSH Glove is a feasible interaction technique for smart glasses,
mainly because it affords the following features: independent tracking of
the hand, accurate hand-gestural recognition, and tactile feedback support.
The sensing technologies on the glove are independent from the glasses;
hence, the gestures do not need to be performed at eye level, which helps
avoid drawing too much attention from bystanders. The sensing technolo-
gies can also detect both coarse arm movements and fine-grained finger
gestures, accurately reflecting hand gestures and thereby enabling subtle
interaction and a wide-ranging gestural vocabulary. Moreover, the glove
supports tactile feedback on the action-performing bodies and can contex-
tually enhance the interface’s tangibility.

Three interaction scenarios were designed for demonstrating the funda-
mental 2-D UI on smart glasses: text entry, item selection, and scrolling.
In the text entry scenario, a standard QWERTY virtual keyboard was dis-
played on the smart glasses, as can be seen in Figure 6.1 (a). The keys
were grouped in three, and each one was associated with one of the glove’s
three fingers. By moving their hands, users could select a different key
group, whereas by bending their fingers, users could input the key asso-
ciated with each finger. In the item selection scenario, users could form
a pointing gesture, and one of the icons on the interface would be high-
lighted depending on the pointing orientation, as shown in Figure 6.1 (b).
To select the highlighted item, users could simply bend their index finger.
To swipe between pages, users could form a grabbing gesture and move
the hand horizontally. In the scrolling scenario, the interface presented a
long article that was scrollable by performing a grabbing gesture whose
inclination determined the direction of scrolling, as shown in Figure 6.1
(c). Interaction design for these scenarios followed the established design
principles and demonstrated intuitive hand gestures supported by relevant
tactile feedback while maintaining a high degree of freedom.

6.2 The Study

The study is meant to verify the interaction technique’s feasibility and
social acceptability. Epson Moverio BT-200 smart glasses were used in the
study and paired with the SSH Glove through Bluetooth. The handheld
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Figure 6.1: The gestures and interface for the three scenarios. a) Text
Entry, b) item Selection, c) scrolling.

controller of the smart glasses was not used in the experiment. To obtain
more accurate responses regarding social acceptability, participants were
asked to perform the assigned tasks in a public area before answering the
questionnaires. Each task was explained and demonstrated on a Samsung
S5 smartphone, so the interface was visible to both the experimenter and
the subject.

Twelve people participated in the quasi-experiment. The three afore-
mentioned scenarios were adopted as tasks in the experiment. Each par-
ticipant was given the tasks in a counterbalanced order. For the text entry
task, participants were given phrases previously selected from the phrase
set for evaluating text entry in HCI by MacKenzie and Soukoreff [57]. All
subjects were given the same phrase order. When a segment of four phrases
was finished, subjects were free to take a break before continuing with the
next segment. The entire task lasted for 20 minutes, excluding breaks. For
the item selection task, participants were asked to select icons numbered
from 0 to 53; these icons were spread over 3 pages (i.e., 18 icons on each
page) in a 6x3 grid. All icons were selected one by one in a randomized
order. The task was divided into three segments, each for 18 selections.
Participants took breaks between segments. For the scrolling task, the in-
terface presented a long article with a hyperlink inserted at random. Par-
ticipants were asked to scroll through the article to look for the hyperlink.
Once the hyperlink was in view, participants could form a pointing gesture
to highlight the hyperlink and then select the link by bending their index
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finger. The 40 trials were divided into 4 segments. Subjects took breaks
between segments.

This study answered the third research question by presenting the de-
sign principles gleaned from the literature review, deploying the functioning
research prototype in the experiment, and evaluating social acceptability
via experimentation in a public area to obtain more accurate responses on
participant questionnaires.

6.3 Findings and Claims

To demonstrate how an unobtrusive and intuitive interaction technique can
be designed for smart glasses, a set of design principles was proposed, and a
functional system was derived for evaluation. The system features indepen-
dent hand tracking, which allows for interaction from a low position (i.e.,
not eye level). It also features accurate hand-gestural recognition, enabling
intuitive hand gestures included in the gestural vocabulary. Moreover, it
supports tactile feedback for enhancing the tangibility of the untouchable
visual interface.

The results showed that the glove-based interaction technique achieved
satisfying performance compared to previous versions of this technology.
Standard words per minute (WPM) is a trustworthy measurement for per-
formance on text entry tasks [2]. The average input speed from our 20-
minute experiment was 5.39 WPM (SD = 1.46) with a total error rate of
5.45% and 1.14 keystrokes per character. PalmType [102], another hand-
worn text entry technique for smart glasses, reached 4.6 WPM on an IR
sensor-based prototype. Another study from Grossman et al. [27], done
with swiping gestures on a Google Glass frame for text entry, achieved
8.73 WPM for the last segment of an 80-minute experiment. However, er-
ror correction was not required in their experiment; thus, a higher error
rate, 9.1%, was observed. Our participants exhibited major performance
improvements, above all during the first half of the 20-minute experiment.
The improvement was also observed for the item selection task, indicating
that our participants learned the fundamental interaction quickly.

Independent tracking of the hand and relative pointing enabled partic-
ipants to freely perform gestures, that is, the participants felt comfortable
gesturing. An earlier elicitation experiment on users’ preferences for hand
postures by Tung et al. [96], in which no real interaction took place, showed
that 37% of the gestures were performed in front of the face. However, when
evaluated in our functioning interactive system, none of our subjects per-
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formed the gestures at this level. Most gestures were performed in front of
the lower torso.

In terms of social acceptability, the participants displayed a positive at-
titude regarding use of the interaction technique in public. Location plays a
key role in affecting the willingness to use the glove and smart glasses. The
more private (home) or professional (workplace) the location, the more so-
cially appropriate the interaction is. Furthermore, the presence of strangers
also limits the hand-gestural interaction. The lowest acceptance rate was
found in the presence of strangers for the item selection task, which involved
many physical pointing gestures.

The proposed hand-gestural commands were generally considered intu-
itive by the participants, and the implementation of the tactile feedback
was also considered useful, with participants noting that it made the vi-
sual interface more “tangible.” Even though there was only vibrotactile
feedback presented on the glove, the interaction still required users’ pro-
prioception to coordinate with visual feedback. Overall, a more immersed
experience could be achieved through the glove-based haptic interface.

To conclude, the SSH Glove enabled participants to freely determine
where to perform the gestures without constraint from the glasses. The
findings also showed that most participants decided to perform gestures
below eye level to avoid drawing too much attention from bystanders. Claim
4 can thus be derived.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

While motion demands a great deal of visual attention on the environment,
interacting with a mobile device demands even more cognitive resources.
Both the handheld form factor and the dominant visual interface contribute
to the concentration of people’s attention on the device’s display, which hin-
ders interaction with information when mobile and also causes inattentional
blindness. The objective of this research is to provide multimodal interac-
tion to better interact with information while giving proper attention to the
environment in mobile scenarios. Exploring hand-based haptic interfaces
is the main design approach for developing effective solutions, solutions
in which haptic stimuli beyond on-device vibrotactile feedback and mobile
hardware solutions beyond handheld form factors were considered.

This thesis has contributed to mobile HCI research through the demon-
stration of haptic solutions in three research areas: 1) developing expressive
haptic stimuli, 2) designing mobile spatial interaction with surroundings as
content, 3) interacting with an always-on visual interface. These areas
extend along the axis of the explicitness of visual interface, responding
to the interface’s different levels of visual attention demand. The selected
scenarios manifest the most challenging situations facing current interfaces;
where haptic solutions may provide the biggest benefit to users. Interaction
techniques were designed and prototyped for each scenario and evaluated
through empirical studies.

7.1 Summary of the Main Findings

The research questions of the thesis can be answered using the main findings
of the studies. The answer to RQ1 can be framed as Claim 1.
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Claim 1 Shape-changing interfaces can benefit users by conveying in-
formation through static, continuous, and informative haptic
stimuli.

Claim 1 was verified through the system prototypes and studies de-
scribed in Chapter 4. There are two important factors in this claim. First,
the haptic stimuli presented through the shape-changing interface should
be informative and perceptible. In the two-stage study, participants could
distinguish the variations in textures in terms of both granularity and am-
plitude. Moreover, though implicit, emotional information may be asso-
ciated with textures, which is germane to interpersonal communication.
Secondly, the shape-changing mechanism should be compact enough to be
practically installable on mobile devices. As manifested in the second itera-
tion of the prototypes, the two mechanisms required little space and could
be practically integrated on mobile devices. The findings indicated that
the texture-based shape-changing interface could benefit users by enabling
interpersonal communication in mobile devices. Moreover, the textures can
be perceived even when the device is inside a pocket, eliminating the need
to pull out the device.

The answers to RQ2 can be framed as Claims 2 and 3.

Claim 2 The glove is an effective form factor for enabling mid-air hand-
gestural interaction with haptic support in MSI applications.

Claim 3 Releasing visual attention from the interface and enabling mid-
air hand-gestural interaction directly with the surroundings in
MSI applications can achieve a higher-level experience of im-
mersion in the environment.

Claims 2 and 3 were reached through developing the glove-based hand-
gestural interaction technique, as demonstrated in Chapter 5. As opposed
to other hand-worn form factors, the glove affords sufficient space for dis-
tributing sensors and actuators, enabling accurate hand-gesture recogni-
tion, and provides tactile feedback on action-performing bodies. The first
study aimed at developing an effective actuator setting for target acquisi-
tion tasks. The experiment investigated people’s natural pointing postures
and the effect of actuator placement on tactile guidance. The findings sug-
gested that tactile guidance be aligned with horizontal posture and that
actuators should be placed on the fingers.

Elevated to the application level, the second and the third studies aimed
at developing a realistic MSI application in which users can locate nearby
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POIs by the hand without the need of visual attention on the interface. In
the experiment, the behavior of exploring the city was compared for the
glove-based AH interface and a traditional touchscreen interface. Results
showed that touchscreen users spent more than 70% of the time inter-
acting with the interface, whereas glove users could look around and pay
attention to the surroundings. Given that the proposed interface might
suffer from limited information bandwidth, the fourth study investigated
how the interface could be complemented by a sensor-based AR interface
also designed for increasing situational awareness. Publication V presented
an urban exploration system equipped with both interfaces, which enabled
users to adapt to the immediate situation by switching to the more suit-
able interface. The findings were formulated into design recommendations
to inform future development. In all, the nonvisual design of the interface
was not the only factor contributing to the greater immersion experience,
for the glove enabled direct interaction with the surroundings (now the real
content) through natural and intuitive gestures, e.g., directly point to, and
click on, a landmark, as if the user were interacting with everyday objects.
These findings confirmed Claims 2 and 3.

The answers to RQ3 can be framed as Claim 4.

Claim 4 Independent tracking and accurate recognition of hand gestures
can enable unobtrusive and intuitive interaction with smart
glasses.

Smart glasses seemingly offer a promising solution for enabling head-up
interaction while maintaining attention to the surroundings. However, cur-
rent interaction techniques for smart glasses draw too much attention from
bystanders, resulting in user unwillingness to adopt the technology. Chap-
ter 6 demonstrates how the SSH Glove was integrated with the glasses for
fundamental interface operations. To enhance the validity of the responses
collected from the subjects regarding social acceptance concerns, the study
was conducted in a public space. The independent tracking technology on
the glove enabled participants to complete the tasks with the hand held in
a relatively natural, i.e., low, pose, which proved much less obtrusive than
performing hand gestures at eye level. The questionnaire responses also
supported this finding: The technique was positively received and viewed
as socially acceptable. These findings confirmed Claim 4.
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7.2 Implications of the Research

In line with earlier research on mobile HCI, the findings showed that in-
corporating hand-based haptic interfaces in mobile applications has an im-
mediate benefit in easing the competition of cognitive resources among
multiple tasks. However, the findings go further and complement previ-
ous research by considering the practical usefulness rather than pursuing
compactness. Compactness is commonly conflated with mobility, which
has led previous researchers to strive to make the most out of the device.
Examples include tactons for presenting high bandwidth in conveying infor-
mation through vibration [9], “magic wand” techniques for enabling direct
interaction with the surroundings [23, 93], and on-frame input techniques
for smart glasses [27]. These techniques are compact solutions that require
minimal alteration of the original device. However, as discussed here, the
concentration of features hinders interaction with information and exacer-
bates inattentional blindness. In this thesis, compactness was not consid-
ered as a constraint to be met, thereby enabling the exploration of wider
possibilities in terms of the format of haptic stimuli, form factors, and the
incorporation of external apparatus. The practical issues encountered when
interacting with information while mobile could thus be confronted.

There are practical implications of this work for interface evaluation and
design. Shape-changing interfaces can be implemented on mobile devices,
and these interfaces prove beneficial to mobile users in Chapter 4. Even
though various use cases of shape-changing interfaces have been explored,
they have not been considered both size and power efficient; hence, they are
rarely deployed for mobile use. Dimitriadis et al. deployed shape-changing
interfaces for mobile device alerts [16]. The amplitude of protrusion-change
was as large as 10mm, which resulted in high recognition rate but seemed
to require excessive space to integrate into existing mobile devices. In
Chapter 4, it has been demonstrated that people were good at perceiving
very small changes in shape, indicating that the space and power required
in the mechanism would not be as much as expected. This served as the
proof of concept. In short, the prototypes and findings in this chapter
have important implications for encouraging the design of shape-changing
interfaces for mobile use.

The first implication for the design of MSI techniques and applications is
the incorporation of a hand-worn, independent tracking device that focuses
on mobility and degree of freedom. Mobile conditions are highly dynamic,
and users need to adapt to situations quickly and easily. Any constraints on
mobility or degree of freedom should be avoided. Chapter 5 demonstrated
MSI applications using the SSH Glove with tracking technology indepen-
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dent from external devices, ensuring a high degree of freedom. Various form
factors of hand-worn devices have been proposed in earlier research, such
as a ring [65], or a wrist- or armband [30]. While a ring has a compact size,
a wristband leaves the entire hand unoccupied. However, the accuracy of
gesture recognition is rather low, resulting in limited gestural vocabulary.
The glove form factor, on the contrary, affords sufficient space to distribute
sensing technologies for accurate gesture recognition. As a wearable solu-
tion, the SSH Glove also allows users to manipulate other physical objects
when not in use. Future design could follow this approach to derive haptic
solutions with minimal constraints on the hand.

Another implication for the design of MSI applications and interfaces
comes in the form of the design recommendation presented in Chapter 5
(Publication V) for developing a multi-interface urban explorer. Again,
considering the highly dynamic nature of mobile environments, this thesis
explored the possibility of developing a multi-interface urban explorer to
enable simple adaption by selecting the more feasible interface for the imme-
diate situation. The findings also showed that participants spontaneously
switched interfaces to adapt to the changing environment, indicating the
need for such a system. The final recommendations will inform future de-
sign.

The research findings in Area III also have important implications for
how an interaction technique could encourage or discourage the adoption of
new technology. As demonstrated in Chapter 6, drawing too much attention
from bystanders when interacting with information could affect people’s
willingness to adopt a technology, which is consistent with earlier research
[81, 96]. Publication VI offers guidelines for the design of an interaction
technique for smart glasses that people would be willing to use in public.
Moreover, the proposed solution culminated in an integrated wearable sys-
tem consisting of smart glasses and an independent input device, the SSH
Glove. As wearable technologies gradually obtain social acceptance, hav-
ing multiple input-output devices on the body could enable computers to
better understand users’ intentions, leading to a more robust and versatile
system.

7.3 Limitations

One limitation of the research method used throughout this thesis is to
strike a balance between internal validity and external validity. The de-
sign of the experiments in this thesis sought to compromise between the
pursuit of internal and external validity, thereby entailing studies ranging
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from laboratory experiments to quasi-experiments. However, the results’
external validity cannot yet be fully addressed without field experiments in
natural settings [69]. Moreover, considering the novelty of the interfaces for
most participants, the development of habits of use requires a considerable
amount of practice and time, which was not included in the studies here.

Incorporating haptic interfaces was meant to ease competition for visual
cognitive resources among multiple tasks. However, the interplay between
different modalities is complicated. In Area II, the audio modality was
also involved in the interaction design. In theory, this kind of time-sharing
between sensory modalities is better deployed for cross-modal (auditory-
haptic-visual) purposes, rather than intra-modal (visual-visual) ones [105],
yet how to achieve balanced resource allocation among different modalities
remains an open challenge. Moreover, the cognitive load when processing
haptic stimuli needs to be further studied. Although the vibrotactile burst
interval-modulated stimuli designed for the glove interface are distinguish-
able between each other, paying attention to and decoding/processing the
stimuli require cognitive resources. Therefore, one cannot naively assume
high throughput could be achieved with both visual and haptic channel
running in parallel.

Lastly, to develop effective solutions, this thesis investigated selected
mobile scenarios. Although the research areas extend from nonvisual to
always-on visual interfaces, there are many other scenarios in practice. The
results from the research may not be easily generalizable for many of these
scenarios.

7.4 Future Research

This work provides a foundation for further development of hand-based
haptic interfaces for MSI applications. In light of the fact that content and
mobile technologies are evolving at a fast pace, so too should the interaction
techniques that bridge the gap between users and information. To further
develop methods and solutions, future research should consider each of the
research areas included in this study.

Research on Area I could be further extended by considering input
methods, for the solution explored textures as information output only.
Providing a haptic input method, e.g., pressing, may further complement
the haptic interface and enable two-way interpersonal communication. A
similar concept has been developed by Pressages [36], where the phone is
squeezed to send a vibration to another device in the form of a message.
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Continued improvement of the robustness and comfort of the SSH Glove
is certainly an important task for the future. Moreover, a long-term study
for users to develop their habits of use would provide significant insight
into further development of the interface. We observed that participants
were still learning how to master the interface and inevitably spent some
attention on the interface itself. A long-term study would enable the devel-
opment of habits and allow researchers to gain insight into how an intimate
connection between users and surroundings is forged through interaction
design.

The glove-based interaction technique for smart glasses could be fur-
ther developed to enhance the tangibility of the untouchable visual inter-
face. Similar to the efforts to enhance tangibility in VR applications, future
opportunities exist for studying how haptic solutions could enrich interac-
tion with visual contents presented right in front of the eyes. Considering
the SSH Glove’s advantage in terms of direct tactile feedback on action-
performing bodies, further development may potentially help enrich the
user experience, e.g., by presenting the attributes or properties of informa-
tion with tactile feedback.

Finally, the knowledge generated with regard to the effects of incorpo-
rating haptic interfaces with MSI applications could be used to optimize
cognitive resource sharing. The interplay among different modalities could
be further studied. As presented in the last study in Area II (Publication
V), the attempt to develop a harmonized multi-interface system was aimed
at determining which modalities complement each other. This research did
not overlook the strengths of visual interfaces; rather, this research sought
to arrive at haptic solutions for circumstances in which visual interfaces ap-
pear to be a suboptimal solution. Future opportunities exist for studying
how cognitive resource sharing could be arranged for optimizing interface
design, thereby achieving easy adaption to the surroundings. This work
encourages mobile interaction design to consider haptic stimuli beyond on-
device vibration, and mobile hardware solutions beyond the handheld form
factor. It also invites designers to consider how to confront the competi-
tion of cognitive resources among multiple tasks from an interaction design
perspective.
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